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CHAPTER I 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
.The Unit Method 
Since its inception in the early 1920's, the unit 
method of teaching has been adopted by an increasing number 
of school systems throughout. the nation. It has become the 
symbol of progressive teaching. The unit, however, does not 
mean the same thing to all educators. 
Melvin,l as far back as 1936, stated: 
"The widespread careless use of the word 'unit' is 
very much to be deplored. The term unit of work, 
with its brief life of but a few years, has already 
been so bandied about in pedagogical discussions 
that it has reached a stage of vacuous insignifi-
cance. Arising as a desirable philosophic concept 
to indicate a series of organic and harmoniously 
integrated activities, it has come to mean anything 
at all. It is most frequently used to indicate a 
confused mass of subject-matter and activities with 
no clear philosophy or purpose in their develop-
ment.u 
Writing in the High School Journal in May, 1950, 
Charles Clarke2 found the same situation still existing: 
11Many teachers still do not understand exactly what 
the unit method of teaching is. They vary in their 
interpretation of its meaning. A review of the var-
ious interpretations of the idea since Morrison de-
fined it -twenty-five years ago reveals at least a 
lA. Gordon Melvin, The Activity Program. New York: 
Reynal and Hitchcock, 1936. 
2cbarles Clarke, "Unit Theory in Teaching Practice," 
High School Journal, vol. 33, May, 1950, pp. 104-10. 
• 
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part of the answer. Almost every author dealing 
with the unit concept has, in attempting to add 
substance to it, added his particular set of 
'characteristics~, 'requirements', or 'necessary 
implications', with the result that the average 
teacher cannot be condemned either for not under-
standing the fundamental principles at all or for 
having accepted such limiting qualifications that 
the wide applicability of these principles has 
been obscured." 
A review of research over the past twenty years, how-
ever, reveals that the unit, in the hands of a skilled and 
resourceful teacher, provides for children rich and reward-
ing experiences which are obtained by no other method. To 
fully understand and appreciate the unit method, its dangers 
and weaknesses to be avoided, its wealth of possibilities to 
be explored, nothing can take the place of being "on the 
scene" and watching a trained teacher guide her class as a 
unit develops. Since this is seldom possible for most 
teachers, they nevertheless can learn, from what these 
teachers have written and from the experience of seasoned 
educators in the field, the real meaning of the unit and 
some.successful ways of teaching it. 
Monroel defines a unit very simply as "an organiza-
tion of activities (experiences) around a purpose (problem)." 
He ,classifies. them into three major types: (a) subject-
matter units (problems), (b) center-of-interest units, and 
(c) integrative-experience units. Subject matter units 
!Encyclopedia of Educational Research,· ed. Walter $. 
Monroe. New York: The .Macmillan Co., 1950, p. 310. 
2 
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include those organized around usual textbook chapters or 
topics; units organized around major generalizations, prin-
ciples or themes; and units organized around aspect of the 
envmronment, such as air, water, sky, or climate. Center-of-
interest ~ts are based on interests of pupils, on their 
felt needs, on their dominant purposes, or on a combination 
of these. Integrative experience units go further in.seek-
ing a learning product which results in changed behavior and 
the adjustment of the individual. 
c'Burton1 believes the best teaching results when the 
emphasis is placed on the pupil purposes, as in the experi-
ence unit, as opposed to organizing the material around a 
subject-matter core. His outline depicting the difference 
between a subject-matter unit and an experience unit has 
been widely quoted and re-published. He has found the out-
come of subject matter units to be primarily knowledge which 
can be derived from experience with the subject matter, 
whereas the outcomes of experience units are primarily atti-
tudes, appreciations, abilities, and fUnctional skills. He 
also sta tes: 2 · 
ties. 
-
"Whichever is used, specific provisions for each 
type outcome must be made in the planning for in-
struction. Neither should be stressed to the ex-
clusion of the other. rr 
lWilliam H. Burton, The Guidance of Learning Activi-
New York: Appleton Century Crofts, 1945, pp. 244-309. 
2william H. Burton, nrmplications for Organization of 
Instruction and Instructional Adjuncts,n National Society 
for the Study of Education 49th Yearbook~ P• 217. 
• 
Macomber,l in full accord with Dr. Burton, has this 
to say of the experience unit: 
It "consists of varied and enriched pupil expe-
riences developing around and out of a major long-
time interest of the children. It is an applica-
tion of the experience or child-development 
philosophy of education in contrast to the teach-
ing of subjects. It is based on the concept that 
education should consist of rich and varied expe-
riences in the performance of the basic functions 
of social living rather than the mastery of cer-
tain skills atillthe learning of a body of conven-
tional subject matter for its own sake •••• Without 
an adequate concept of the experience unit and 
its place in the present sohool curricula it is 
impossible to understand discussions of modern 
educational practice." 
Another type of unit which also has some following is 
known as the "unit-mastery method. tt Initiated by Morrison, 
it is based upon the theory· that it is better to succeed as 
far as one can go than to try a task too difficult and accom-
plish only a part of it. 
This plan has been used in Detroit for several years. 
It is particularly successful at junior high and high school 
levels and has helped solve the problem of individual differ-
ences. After the ini~al planning by teacher and class to-
gether, a study guide is made out by the teacher. The mini-
mum work for the unit is outlined and supplementary reading 
and-activities suggested. Each child proceeds at his own 
rate. After the basic work and extra activities are com-
pleted, each chilq·having accomplished those items which his 
!Freeman Glenn Macomber, Guiding Child Development in 
the Elementary School. New York: American Book Co., 1948, 
P• 18. 
• 
• 
ability permitted, there is a discussion of the unit by the 
pupils, bringing in their projects. This is followed by an 
evaluation of the unit. 
Barnes1 says that when this procedure is used care-
fully, no pupil need fail. He also adds: 
"In order to use the unit-mastery method success-
fully, a teacher needs a broad subject-matter 
background, leadership ability, and patience to 
help the pupils grow. It is not a method for the 
teacher who is able only to assign lessons from a 
textbook, ask questions, and check responses." 
CJarke2 sums up the principles upon which unit teach-
ing should be based as follows: 
1. "The unlttt is a pattern of guided learning ex-
periences. As such, its unitary character 
comes from its total effect upon the pupil 
rather than from its appearance of unity to 
the teacher or author of the textbook. 
2. "The experiences which make up a unit form a 
pattern which makes sense as a whole to the 
pupil. Each thing learned in the uait gains 
meaning from its context in the unit and, in 
turn, adds to the whole pattern. 
3. "The unit represents to the pupil a single-
ness of purpose, of direction, and of value. 
It is in the achievement of the unitts pur-
pose that the mass of learning is accom-
plished and its interrelated meanings are 
established." · 
The values which may be derived from unit teaching are 
so numerous and varied that it would be impossible to list 
House, 
Ic. c. Barnes, "The Unit Mastery Method," Clearing 
vol. 21, October, 1946, pp. 79-81. 
2clarke, ££• cit., PP• 104-110. 
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them. Eugene Kitching,l in his article, "A Classroom Teacher 
Looks at Unit Teaching", has summed up the most obvious: 
1. wide scope of experiences 
2. flexibility in meeting the needs, interests, 
and abilities of students 
3. emphasis on guidance 
4. recognition of the function of the 
community 
Authorities on unit teaching are in full agreement on 
one point: the role of the teacher is extremely important. 
No longer does she dominate the class, forcing the pupils to 
conform to her ideas and methods; rather she guides them to 
make the best use of their own abilities and to pursue their 
interests as far as intelligence and ability permit. She di-
rects their energies into worthwhile channels and helps them 
_to gain a true sense of values while maintaining a democracy 
in the classroom. 
Herein lies some of the pitfalls fo-r the beginning 
teacher; children must be taught to live and work together 
democratically, to share materials and respect one another's 
opinions just as they must be taught how to do long division. 
Walters, 2 in his excellent article on the unit plan, has 
this to say: 
lEugene Kitching, "A Classroom Teacher Looks at Unit 
Teaching," Clearing House, vol. 17, March, 1943, pp. 416-419. 
2T. L. Walters, "The Unit Plan of Instruction," lf!.-
tional Association of Secondary School Principals' Bulletin, 
May, 1950, P• 88. 
6 
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"It is vitally essential to the success of the 
plan that the pupil is trained to handle respon-
sibility and freedom. Perhaps, if the unit per-
mitted it, there should be rules set up by the 
group with appropriate disciplinary measures for 
infractions." · 
He also sums up the roled of the teacher, as follows:l 
"The unit plan depends upon the teacher for its 
inception, direction, and completion. This de-
mands that the teacher be one who has a definite 
philosophy of life and a wide background of ex-
perience as well as a technique of teaching. 
The teacher must provide suitable situations for 
promoting these activities and experienees through 
the pupil or the community. The teacher must also 
see that individual differences are considered. 
Those which ought to be considered, according to 
Risk, are: individual capacity and understa,nding, 
special ability and personality, specific abili-
ties and skills, and interests •••• tt 
In the same vein, Erla and Nelson Scu112 assert that 
the unit plan must be skillfully used or it defeats its own 
purpose. Teachers must learn to capitalize on the real in-
terests of children, to seize the opportunity as it arises. 
These authors expressed dissatisfaction with the unit method 
as used in the Lincoln School, New York, because it was 
still dominated and planned by the teacher. Children must 
be given opportunities to help in planning - the teacher as-
sumes the role of advisor, a member of the group. 
To accomplish the desired goals in unitary teaching, 
a large number and variety of materials are necessary • 
libid., pp. 85, 86. 
2Erla c. and Nelson R. Scull, "Unifying Experiences," 
Childhood Education, vol. 26, Oct.; 1949, pp. 56-59 • 
... ~-·-- ·-·· 
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According to Baldwin, 1 "it is impossible to teach units e:f-
:fecti vely except by the laboratory method." This requires 
more than textbook information; pupils need to experience 
the making of maps and charts; collection and arrangement o:f 
pictures and clippings; the construction of relief maps, mod-
els, and stage scenery; the making of posters, cartoons, and 
murals; dramatizations and :field trips. 
The laboratory method does away with tests which test 
only memorized material; evaluation takes place constantly 
throughout the unit. ("Learning is not mastered until it is 
used."2) Baldwin believes that as much as three fourths of 
the pupils' time may be profitably spent in laboratory pro-
cedure. ("Learning must be used or it is lost."3) He feels 
that'modern schools should be built with more shelf and 
closet space and extra rooms for storage of materials. The 
:four steps in his plan are those generally followed in unit 
teaching: (1) exploration, (2) assimilation, (3) organiza-
tion, (4) recitation (applicatioh). 
A major criticism of teaching by units has been that 
wide gaps are left in the subject matter areas of geography 
and especially history, and that the child may thus fail to 
lJ. w. Baldwin, "Teaching the Social Studies in Units 
by the Laboratory Method," The Social Studies, Feb., 1949, 
P• 59. 
2Ibid., P• 60. 
3Loc. ill.• 
8 
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gain the continuity of ideas needed for real understanding. 
George Bruntz1 believes that history should be taught 
chronologically, not in isolated units. There may be many 
teachers of history who will agree with his assertion that 
one single topic cannot be isolated and covered from begin-
ning to end without all the others related to it being 
brought in. 
On the other hand, Pond2 says, and truly, "Not every-
thing in the cultural heritage can be learned by everyone. 
Selection must be made on the basis of: (1) the maturity 
and needs of the learners, (2) cruciality, (3) universal ap-
plication, and (4) the responsibility of the school to accom-
plish what other agencies do not achieve." He believes there 
should be no attempt to "cover the bookn as a primary aim. 
Mardie w. Endres, 3 in an inspiring article, tells how 
she taught a sixth and seventh grade in one room, integrat-
ing the study of ancient civilizations with that of early 
American history. She called her unit "How People Learned 
to Live Together" (in ancient times and in early America). 
One result was a transportation show, for which each child 
constructed a model, boys and girls helping each other on 
!George G. Bruntz, "Of Unit Histories - Is There No 
End?" School and Society, May 15, 1943, 57:568-69 • 
2Frederick L. Pond, "Achieving the Imperative Needs 
of Youth," National Association of Secondary School Princi-
pals1 Bulletin, May, 1950, p. 168. 
Bmardie w. Endr~s, "Two Grades in One Room," Nation's 
Schools, October, 1942, vol. 30:16-19. 
9 
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hammering, cutting, and seWing. For literature they studied 
ancient myths and early American authors; both grades worked 
together on posters and dramatizations. Who can compare the 
values of such cooperative activity with the mere learning 
of facts in the proper sequence? 
Successful unitary teaching, then, becomes a matter 
of educational philosophy. The teacher must believe, with 
Sister Mary Richardine, 1 that "in spite of mistakes and in-
efficiency, the true goal- building personalities-with a 
purpose in life and pointing out the means of achieving it 
with the things at their own disposal is still kept in the 
foreground and that children themselves are the object of ed-
ucation, not knowledge of facts •••• " 
Walters2 concludes his endorsement of the unit with 
optimism: 
"Reflection on the unit method has provided us 
with a new and pleasant educational horizon for 
the future, namely the3 'casual methods ·will be 
replaced by systematic procedures in the hands 
of highly trained teachers, who are governed 
and led bystill more highly trained executives 
and boards of control. r In initiating the unit 
plan of instruction, it must be assumed that 
the unit procedure is a good one at the start 
and that the teacher is skilled in handling it.u 
Isister Mary Richardine, "The Experience Unit in the 
First Grade," Elementary English Review, Jan., 1943, p. 26 • 
2walters, ££• cit., p. 90. 
3H. c. Morrison, The Practice of Teaching in the El.e-
mentary School. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1931. 
--~--
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CHAPTER II 
UNITS 
A. :MEXICO, OUR SOUTHmtN NEIGHBOR 
l. OVERVIEW 
... 
Mexico is a land of contrasts--old and new, rich and 
poor, tradition and progress. Although long retarded by in-
ternal conflict, she is assuming a role of increasing impor-
tance among the American nations today. Mexico has much to 
offer to world civilization, but needs leadership to develop 
her resources and educate her people to become responsible 
members of a democracy. She is important to the United 
States as a partner in trade and in hemisphere defense, and 
we need to understand her people, their customs, and their 
problems in order to maintain the best possible interna-
tional relations for the benefit of all concerned • 
:l:l 
'· 
l-
2. UNDERSTANDINGS 
1. As a result of the Spamish conquest, the Mexican 
people have been poverty-stricken and oppressed. 
2. Efforts are being made by the present government 
to improve the lot of the Mexicon peon. 
3. Due to lack of money and skilled leadership, many 
of Mexico's natural resources have not been developed or 
properly used. 
4. The climate and surface of a country help to de-
termine where and how the people live. 
5. The ancient culture and tradi tiona of the Mexican 
people are reflected in their present way of living. 
6. The Spanish rule made lasting changes in the re-
ligion, buildings, dress, language, and customs of the Mexi-
can people. 
7. Nations, as well as individuals, depend upon each 
other for products to supply their needs. 
8. It is important to everyone to learn to make the 
best use of what he has. 
·-~ 
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3. ATTITUDES AND APPRECIATIONS 
1. An attitude of cooperation with fellow-workers 
2. An attitude of open-mindedness toward the races~ 
religions~ and customs of other nations 
3. An attitude of reap ec t for the opinions and abil-
ities of others. f~~; 
4. An attitude of responsibility for one's own work 
and that of the group 
5. An attitude of consideration for the rights and 
feelings of other people 
6. An app:rec,.ation for the problems which the Mexi-
can people are trying to overcome 
t" 7. An appreciation for the high degree of culture 
developed by the ancient Indian tribes of Mexico 
8. An appreciation~for the arts and crafts of the 
Mexican people--their colorful costumes~ lively music and 
dances, pottery, weaving, and silver craft. 
9. An appreciation for the interdependence of nations 
10. An appreciation for the privileges and freedoms 
which we enjoy in our own country 
-~. 
..., ~ 
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4. SKILLS AND HABITS 
1. Critical thinking, both in reading and listening • 
2.. Making and reading maps. 
3.. Understanding simple time and place relationships. 
4. Using the dictionary for spelling, pronunciation, 
and meaning. 
5. Using the index, table of contents, chapter and 
paragraph headings in textbooks to locate information 
quickly. 
6. Learning to pronounce and use the new words en-
countered in the.unit. A partial list of Spanish words and 
map vocabulary follows: 
peon mantilla altitude 
rebozo· adios plateau 
pinata' tortilla source 
manana trunales mouth 
padre . fiesta peninsula 
senor siesta gulf · 
senora frijoles population 
senorita bueno torrid zone 
sombrero mucho tropical climate 
adios gracias temperate climate 
sir/ hacienda interior 
no toreador -~:~-T&nochtitlan 
___,-- --patio fandango.,..,.....-~~/----
plaza· sere~e 
serape ,,____..--=j-o.:ta:'" 
Popocatepetl 
Ixtaccihuatl 
Pari cutin 
7. .Organizing facts from many sources into an inte-
gra ted whole. 
8. Using context clues to get at the meanings of new 
words. 
9. Using an atlas, encyclopedia, and other reference 
books to find information on a particular topic. 
10. Learning to pick out pertinent facts from fiction, 
as "The Mexican Twins.'* 
11. Being able to separate important facts from in-
significant details. 
- - ~' ""· .. ~· 
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12. Making notes on material read. 
13. Writing a simple summary • 
14. Skimming for pertinent facts. 
15. Relating reading material to present problems 
or personal experiences. 
16. Recognizing facts in other situations which ap-
ply to unit. 
17. Speaking clearly and in an interesting manner. 
18. Presenting materials in a variety of ways._ 
19. Being thorough and neat in all written work, 
maps, and activities. 
~ Reconciling conflicting statements in books or 
. newspa~rs. 
21. Knowing which sources to use to locate specific 
information. 
~· Writing business letters, invitations, thank-
you notes\ 
23. Measuring accurately for charts, graphs, murals. 
24. Spelling new words by sound. 
125. Singing together by tune • 
.. 
26. Using pleasing colors and correct perspective 
in art work • 
.J27. Interpreting and enjoying musical compositions. 
·'28. Developing poise before an audience. 
~ Writing creative stories, poems, plays, both as 
a group and independently. 
30. Learning new crafts, such as weaving, pottery 
making, metal working, stenciling. 
3L Developing a sense of rhythm in dances. 
~?• Exercising safety in the use of hot plates, ham-
mers, saws, and other sharp or pointed tools. 
:t5 
• 
33. Making and using simple charts and graphs. 
34. Discovering and interpreting facts from pictures, 
charts, and graphs • 
35. Following directions. 
36. Working well alone. 
37. Working well in groups. 
38.· Using and caring for materials wisely. 
39. Evaluating own work and that of others. 
40. Accepting the decision of the majority gracefully. 
41. Thinking a problem through for oneself witpout 
depending _on others. 
42. Exercising good judgment in choice of activities, 
use of time, etc. 
43. Planning with teacher or group. 
44. Carrying out plans to completion. 
45. Giving and accepting c·ons tructive criticism. 
46. Choosing leaders wisely. 
47. Discovering tasks to be done. 
48. Assuming responsibility for own and group 
projects. 
:t6 
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5. APPROACHES 
1. A news item on Mexico from Time, Newswee.k, or the 
daily paper. 
2. An article on u. s.-Me.xican relations, such as 
hoof-and-mouth- disease, international trade • 
3. Show pictures and read or tell story of Paricutin. 
Relate to study of volcanoes in grade four. 
4. Have one of the speakers from the Children's Mu-
seum give a talk and bring some Me.xican costumes. 
5. Display in the room one of the three exhibits 
which may be borrowed from the Children's Museum: 
Mexico 
Volcanoes 
Oil. 
6. Ask Mrs. Warren Lothrop, 18 Traill Street, Cam-
bridge, to give her illustrated talk on Mexico. 
7. Obtain Mrs. Lothrop's exhibit on Mexico and dis-
play it in the classroorp._., -=-' .,, 
8. Have an exhibit of Mexican articles brought in by 
Tony LeCompte, a pupil in the school. Have Tony explain · 
what he knows about them to the class. 
9. Bulletin board display of pictures from my file, 
also maps and travel folders, books and booklets. 
10·. Read a Mexican story to the class. 
11. See filmstrips or slides on Mexico • 
~ 
1.7 
... 
6. ACTIVITIES' 
1. 
displays. 
Look at Mexican exhibits, maps, bulletin board 
Discuss and ask ~uestions. 
2. Plan together what we want to ~ind out, where we 
will ~ind it, and how we will organize it. 
3. Choose group leaders, set up standards ~or group 
work. 
:f: Write an invitation to Mrs. Warren Lothrop, 
18 Traill Street, Cambridge,·Mass., to speak to the class 
and bring some 0~ her interesting costumes and slides. 
5. Ask a speaker to come ~rom the Children's Museum 
in Jamaica Plain. C~ 
6. Chairman should greet the speaker, introduce her 
to the class, thank her graciously, and see that she receives 
a note of appreciation. 
7. Go to the school and Children's Libraries to lo-
cate material on Mexico. 
a. Watch and discuss movies of Mexican li~e. 
9. Discuss filmstrips and slides. A child or group 
·of children might prepare to show one of these to the class 
and carry on the discussion. 
~- Send for exhibits from Children's Museum or 
Mrs. Lothrop. A group should study the exhibit and explain 
it to the class. 
· ' --11. Take a trip to the Agassiz Museum in Cambridge, 
Mass., to ·see models of Maya temples and actual carved stone 
pillars brouSb.t from the ruins in Yucatan. 
-12. Read to find out about the ancient Indian ci vili-
zati-oris of Mexico. Read from several sources,· take notes, 
report to class. 
Aztecs--Emerson, Indian Hunting Grounds, 167-191 
Kelty, Life in Early America, 63-68 
Richards, Children of Mexico, 9-42 
Larralde, The Land and People o~ Mexico, 19-39 
Mayas-- Larralde, The Land and People of Mexico 
Clark, Westward Toward America, 365~369 
Emerson, Indian Hunting Grounds, 133-164 
Rugg, Mankind Through the Ages, 188-194 
13. Make masks of Aztec gods from paper mache or 
paper bags with paint or construction paper. 
14. Make clay or soap sculpture of Mayan and Aztec 
temples, Aztec gods. 
15. Make a mural of a Mexican market scene. 
16. Construct a Mexican market at one end of the 
classroom. 
17. Plan a dramatization of a Mexican market scene--
barter, discussion of their home life, news of the day, etc. 
Markets--Wahlert, Neighbors Near and Far, 97-105 
Dilling, Markets of the World, 30-36 
Olcott; Market Day and Holiday, 119-140 
18. Make articles to be sold in the market--pottery, 
straw 'toys, weaving, stenciling of Mexican designs, paper 
mache fruits and vegetables. 
Crafts--Smith, Made in Mexico 
May, My Neighbor, Mexico, 92-98 
19. Make a series of painted slides depicting the be-
,ginning and growth of Paricutin, the active volcano. 
. his 
·20. Plan a~ramatization around Dionisio Pulido and 
family, who lost their farm when the volcano erupted • 
Paricutin--Weekly Reader Parade, 35-37, 39 
Galt, Volcano 
Life Magazine, April 17, 1944, 88-97 (ex-
cellent explanation, diagrams, colored pictures) 
/~National Geographic, Feb., 1944, 129-156 
Travel, Aug., 1943 
quest 
21. Write and act out a dramatization of the con-
of Mexico by the Spanish under Cortez. 
Use 
for 
ing 
I 
Cortez--Encyclopedia .Britannica, Comptons 
Townsend, Ou~ America, 4-6 
Coffman, Explorers for Young People, 55-64 
Richards, Children of Mexico, 43-95 
Del Castillo, Cortez and the Conguest of 
Mexico (excellent background reading for the teacher) 
·-~~¥2· Make an illustrated dictionary of Spanish words. 
~~ in ordinary conversation, as Si for yes, gracias 
thank you, etc. Children greatly enjoy learning and us-
these common phrases • 
. Spanish words--Weekly Reader Parade, 38 
May, My Neighbor, Mexico, 116-120 
Armando, Rolito, 57-60 
s ·:,; 'b ·y . ·"'t 
. :1.9 
b. -......... '_..;.,;_j 
23. Dramatize scenes from fiestas or holiday celebra-
tions--dancing, music, singing. 
Fiestas Larralde, The Land and People of Me.xt co, 
101-112 
Holidays Decatur, Two Young Americans in Mexico, 
73-94 
Purnell, The Talking Bird, 59-61 
Tarshish, Village the Learned to Read, 
22-29 
24. Listen to Mexican dance music. Learn to do some 
MeXican dances. Make up a dance to the rhythm of a bolero 
or fandango. 
Dances--University of New Mexico, The Spanish-American 
Song and Game Book 
Burchenal, Folk Dances from Old Homelands, 
31-57 
Shambaugh, Folk Festivals for Schools and 
Playgrounds · 
Music Everywhere, 159 
Beattie, The American Singer, 175-180 
25. Learn and sing Mexican songs. (Listed in biblio-
graphy on ·separate page of music books only.) Write an orig-
inal song. 
26. Act out Christmas in Mexico--singing the posadas, 
breaking the pinata. Children enjoy making the figures of 
Mary and Joseph to carry in the procession and especially 
making a pinata of thin paper painted with a design and 
filled with soft toys. ·It can be hung from a wire across a 
room or stage and nbroken" by using a long pole with a nail 
in the end. 
Christmas--Polite, Pedro the Angel of Alverra Street 
Perkins, The Mexican Twins, 161.;..184 
Wahlert, Neighbors Near and Far, 151-156 
Richards, Children ofMexico, 251-279 
Armando, Rolito, 51-55 
27. Write business letters to send for booklets and 
other free materials (listed in bibliography). 
~ Mak~. a frieze depicting the various stages in 
Mexico's his~ory. 
History--Stratton, Juarez of Mexico 
Barker, Our New Land, 114-118 
Tousey, Davy Crockett, 42-48 
Richards, Children of Mexico, 95-214 
Greenbie, Next-Door Neighbor, Mexico 
20 
29. Help the class to understand the problems of Mex-
ico today. Read about the home life of the peon (geography 
books listed in bibliography), the government and education. 
Problems-~Larralde, The Land and People of Mexico, 
112-118 
Moore, Building Our World, 446-461 
Ureenbie, Next-Door Neighbor, Mexico, 38, 
• 65-6'7 
Education-Tarshis, Village that Learned to Read, 
52-81 
Greenbie, 80-81 
30. Make dioramas of scenes from Mexican life--farm-
ing, market, crafts, mountain and city homes (geography books). 
31. Make Mexican tile designs in crayon on water color 
for colorful room border. 
32. Construct Mexican hacienda of construction paper, 
crepe paper, pipe cleaners. Geography books, also Richards, 
Children of Mexico, 168-200. 
33. Make a p:roduct map. 
--34. Collect an exhibit of products which come from 
Mexico. Arrange and label neatly and be abl~ to tell how 
significant each one is to Mexico's trade relations. 
Mexico. 
Natural resources--geography books 
encyclopedias 
world almanac 
atlases 
- ~ . !May, My Neighbor, Mexico, 89-92 
Larralde, '74-84 
Moore, Building Our World, 446-461 
35. Make a map showing types of transportation in 
36. Make aimpfu~ graphs showing such items as: num-
ber of people of each nationality in Mexico, number of 
schools today·compared to twenty years ago, how Mexico ranks 
in production of such products as silver, oil, bananas (ge-
ography books). 
37. Make and dress puppets as Mexican figures; plan 
a puppet show. 
38. Make costumes for children to wear in play--
bright-colored serapes and rebozos by painting on cloth, 
skirts of c·repe paper, etc. 
21 
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Costumes--May, My Neighbor, Mexico, 39-43 
Armando, Bolito, 51-60 
Hader, The Story of Poncho 
39. Make a scrap book of our study of Mexico for 
children in the Peabody Home for Crippled Children. 
40. Make a Mexican flag and explain its meaning to 
the class. 
Eagle and serpent--Wahlert, Neighbors Near and Far, 
127-134 
May, My Neighbor, Mexico, 112-114 
41. Plan and arrange bulletin board displays as unit 
progresses. 
42. Watch newspapers and magazines for news items on 
Mexico. 
43. Find out what animals are native to Mexico; make 
clay models to illustrate your talk. 
Animams--Ditmars, Book of Zoography, 7-13 
44. Read some Mexican poetry; try writing some. 
Poetry--Henderson, The Blue Sky Book, 110-112 
45. Pl~y:_,-some Mexican games on the playground. 
Games-~Millen, Children's Games from Many Lands, 
107-109 
The Spanish-American Song and Game Book 
46. Read aloud an interesting Mexican story, as "A 
Pinata for Pepita," Junior Red Cross Magazine, December, 
1942. 
47. Listen to reports of other groups and ask intel-
ligent questions. Make helpful suggestions. 
48. Write some good questions to ask about your re-
port. (What are the important things to r~member?) 
49. Plan an illustrated travelogue of a trip to Mex~ 
ico today. 
50. Plan a Mexican luncheon and invite the mothers. 
Tortillas and Salad are a suggested menu. 
Recipe for tortillas: 
To each cup of flour add 1 tsp. salt and 1 tblsp. 
shortening. Mix thoroughly and add enough water to 
make a dough. Roll out very thin and bake on dry pan. 
1 cup of flour makes 6 tortillas. Half corn meal and 
half white flour is best. 
----------- ------r------------ ---- --- -----
• 
. --
To make tortillas the easy, streamlined way, 
use equal parts of corn meal and flour. You can 
make the recipe as large as you wish, since fried 
tortillas keep well and can be saved for weeks; 
but for the following enchilada recipe for four, 
1 cup of white corn meal to 1 cup of flour is 
ample. To this add 1/2 cup shortening, 1 teaspoon 
baking powder, 1/4 cup cold water, and a dash of 
salt. Roll out very thin, and cut into rounds 
about 3 inches in diameter. Fry on an ungreased 
griddle; do not brown, just cook on both sides. 
Now the tortillas are fried, the part of the 
dish that takes the most time. Make them before-
hand, and you can serve on short notice. 
The filling oonsists of the following in-
gredie:Q.ts: 
~cups tomato juice 
1 rounded teaspoon (or more) 
ground chilies 
1 pound ground beef 
2 tablespoons cooking oil 
Recipe for sales (Mexican salad): 
4 ripe tomatoes 
1 green pepper 
1 onion 
1 head lettuce 
Dash of Worcestershire 
Dash of Tabasco 
Cut vegetables into bowl. To 1/2 cup vinegar 
add 2 heaping tsp. sugar and mix into salad. Salt 
to taste. 
... 
• 
--· 
7. EVALUATION TECHNI(tUES 
Teacher observation and judgment thro~out the 
Anecdotal records kept in children's folders 
Samples of child's work gathered throughout the 
4. Iowa test of work-study skills used as a measure 
of progress made since the preceding year 
~. Culminating activities--play, luncheon, mural, 
exhibit 
6. Reports by groups--evaluate with class 
7. Each member of the class keep a progress sheet 
listing the items be feels be needs to improve most, such as 
ne&tness, speaking slowly and clearly, finishing work on 
time. Talk over individually from time to time. 
s. Set up with the class criteria for good group 
work. Check the list with them frequently; also train group 
leaders to do this. 
9. Play review games such as Travel Bureau and Infor-
mation Please. These give the children practice in formulat-
ing worthwhile questions and also indicate to some degree how 
well they have assimilated the subject matter and skills of 
the unit. 
10. Interviews or informal talks with parents 
24 
11. Teacher-made tests and questionnaires--sample • 
questions: ..-"' 
1. Do you think that everyone in Mexico needs 
an education? Give a reason for your answer. 
2. Hota/ do you think the United States· can best 
help Mextco develop her natural resources? 
3. Why is it up to us to help rid Mexico of 
hoof-and-mouth disease? 
things 
------· ----~~- ~· --
1. 
you 
2. 
3. 
What do you consider the three most important 
learned from our study of Mextco? 
Which part of the study did you enjoy most? 
Which did you like Je as t? 
.J 
• 
•
• 
-
8. TEACHER'S BIBLIOGRAPHY 
Del Castillo, Diaz, Cortez and the Conquest of Mexico by the 
Spaniards, New York: William R. Scott, 1942 
Farthing, Dorothy, and Claude Phillips, Understanding the 
Latin Americans, New York: Lyons and Carnahan, 1946 
Goode, 'J• Paul, Goode's School Atlas, New York: Rand McNally, 
1947 
Green, P. L., Our Latin American Neighbors, New Y~rk: 
Hasting House, 1941 · 
~un~er, John, Inside Latin America, New York: Harper, 1941 
Herman, Michal, Folk Dances for All, New York: Barnes and 
Noble, 1947 
Inman, s. G., Latin America, New York: Willett, 1937 
James, Preston, Latin America, New York: The Odyssey Press, 
1942 
Kirkp~trick, F. A., Latin America, New York: Macmillan, 1939 
.. 
vlarralde, Elsa, The Land and People of Mexico, New York: Lip-
pincott, 19 50 
~obertson, w. s., History of Latin America, New York: Dutton, 
1941 
Schurz, W. L., Latin America, New York: Macmillan, 1939 
Stuart, A. H., Latin Americanand the United States, New York: 
Appleton, 1938 
Ybarra, T. R., America Faces South1 New York: Dodd, Mead, 
1939 
MAGAZINE ARTICLES 
vAleman's Mexico Rides High, Business Week, Oct. 28, 1950 
Crusade in Mexico, F. s. Wickware, Collier's, Aug. 20, 1949 
Drama of Mexico (Pictures), Life, Jan. 9, 1950 
25 
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Feast for the Dead~ Life, Nov. 38, 1949 
VFrom the Halls of Montezuma~ National Geographic, Feb., 1944 
In the Empire of the Aztecs, National Geographic, June, 1937 
(outstanding article and colored pictures) 
--· 
• I 
• 
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9. PUPILS' BIBLIOGRAPHY 
*Armando, Jean, and others, Rolito, New York: Pan-American " 
Music Co., 1941. This is ·a book of songs and stories 
about a little Mexican boy, developing a vocabulary of 
~ Spanish words as it goes along. Each little song has 
some Spanish :I.n it. Music and illustrations. Album of 
records to accompany it (listed under recordings). 
Barker, Eugene, and others, Our New Land, Evanston, Ill.: 
Row, Peterson, 1~48. For grades four to six. 
*Brandeis, Madeline, The Little Mexican Donkey Boy, New York:~ 
Grosset & Dunlap, 1931. One of the well-known travel 
series for children-wi .. th actual photographs taken by 
the author. 
?f.Burchenal, Elizabeth, Folk Dances from Old Homelands, .New 
· ,York: Schirmer, 1922. Music and directions for many 
dances, including the fandango, jota, and La Cucaracha. 
•*Busoni, Rafaello, Mexico and the Inca Lands, New York: Holi-
·~.· day House, 1942, 27 pages. A brief but interesting ac- / 
count of MeXico, past and present, for average readers. 
I 
f'· 
• 
·\Campbell, Camilla, Star Mountain and Other Legends of Mexico, 
New York: McGraw, 1946. -For good readers, 5th to 7th 
grades. 
\Castillo, Carlos, Mexico, Chicago: Wheeler, l}t3S..-.. This is 
one of the Burton Holmes travel stories, illustrated · 
with his photographs. For excellent readers. · 
Clark, Marion G., and others, Westward Toward America, New 
York: Scribner, l.9..a6 ... "'-. Includes the story of the Mayas, 
for good readers. 
" Coffman, Goodman, and others, Famous Explorers for Young 
People, New York: Dodd, Mead, 1946. Contains the story 
of Cortez~ For average readers. 
#*Credle, Ellis, and Charles Townsend, My Pet Peepelo, New 
' York: Oxford, 1948, 62 pages. Excellent full-page 
·photographs and interesting story which carries through 
the obook. 
Decatur, Dorothy, Two Young Americans in Mexico, Boston: 
D. C. Heath, 1938. Includes a good bit of information, i 
especially aboiif holidays and customs. For good readers. 
. 27 
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*Del Castillo, Diaz, Cortez and the Conquest of Mexico by the 
Spaniards, New York: Wm. R. Scott, 1942. This is the 
actual eye-witness narrative of a conquistador, with Cor-
tez--detailed day by day account, written in 1572. For 
excellent readers only. · 
Dil~ing & Welsh, Markets of the World, Chicago: Lyons & Car-
nahan, 1942. For grades 4-6. 
Ditmarl, J., Book of Zoography, Philadalphia: Lippincott, 
1934. 
' "' Emerson, Caroline, Indian Hunting~Grounds, Philadelphia: Lip-
pincott, 1938. Grades 4-6. Contains material on Aztecs. 
Galt, Tom, Volcano, New York: Scribner, 1946. Tells the 
story of Paricutin through the experiences of a village .:,--
boy. For excellent readers. 
Gates, Arthur I., and Jean Ayer, Let's Look Around, New York: 
Macmillan, 1948. Marcos in the City ( pp. 294-309), 1.., ... 
story of an Indian boy who went.to Mexico City from his -
mountain home. Fourth grade reader. 
Greenbie, Sydney, Next•Door Neighbor, Mexico, New York: Row, 
· Peterson, 1942. Paper bound, excellent colored pictures 
and black and white etchings. Tells history of Mexico 
up to the present d~. Bast readers. 
#*Hader, Berta and Elmer, The Story of Pancho, New York: Mac-
millan, 1942. An imaginative story about a wild bull. 
Outstanding pictures, simple language, and large print. 
Henderson, Barbara, and others, The Blue Sky Book, New York: 
Singer, 1946. Poetry of many lands; Mexico pp. 110-112. 
*Hogner, Dorothy, Dusty's Return, New York: Oxford, 1950. 
Story of a Mexican burro (about 6th grade level). 
Kelty, Mary G., Life in Early .America, Boston: Ginn, 1941. 
~e-Larralde, Elsa, The Land and People of Mexico, New York: Lip- P' 
pincott, 1950. Excellent source book for best readers. 
Material on every subject f:t>Om Mayas to present problems. 
e- ~e-Lee, Melicent, Marcos, A Mountain Boy of Mexico, Chicago: Al-
bert ~tman, 1937. Human, interesting story of a little 
farm boy who went to seek his fortune in the city. Con-
tains much of the atmosphere of Mexico. Good drawings. ' 
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#*Long, Eula, Faraway Holiday, New York: Morrow, 1947. A story 
of Mexican children in large type and simple language. 
Tells many home and family customs • 
#May, Stella Burke, Children of Mexico, Chicago: Rand McNally, 
1937. Single page stories with a picture on all phases 
of Mexican home life. Excellent for slow readers to use 
for reading to the class or reports. 
~£-May, Stella Burke, My Neighbor, Mexico (Also published under 
new title, Let's Read About Mexico), Grand Rapids: The 
Fideler Co., 1941. An excellent book for good readers; 
cover.s some subjects hard to find, as 1e gend of the 
eagle, cactus, and serpent, bull fighting, Spanish-
English dictionary. 
Millen, Nina, Children's Games from Many Lands, New York: 
Friendship Press, 1943. 
Moore, Carpenter, and others, Building our World, New York: 
Sc-bner, 1948. A brief, concise section on Mexico, up-
tdfdate, excellent for an. over-all view. Best readers. 
~~orrow, Elizabeth, The Painted Pig, New York: Knopf, 1930. 
Picture story in simple language. 
Olcott, Virginia, Market Day and Holiday, New York: Silver; 
Burdett, 1941. 
Perkins, Lucy Fitch,. The Mexican Twins, Bostori: Houghton-
Mifflin, 1948. Very old, but some good readers enjoy 
it. . 
' t . ~E-Politi, Leo, Pedro, the Angel of Alverra Street, New York: 
Scribner's, 1946. This little book, so small the pages 
are not even numbered, cannot be recommended too highly 
f<n:> -teaching a,bout Mexican Christmas customs. It con-
tains· excellent colored pictures of the procession, 
breaking the pinata, and also Mexican Christmas songs. 
*PurnJll, Idella, and ~ohn Weatherwax, The Talking Bird, New 
York: Macmillan, 1930. A book of Aztec Indian legends 
~nd stories for average readers. 
*Quinn, Vernon, Picture Map Geography of Mexico and Central J 
America and the West Indies, New York: Frederick Stokes, 
1943. Maps only fair--in black and white and pictures 
are too small, but th~ text is good for good readers. 
. 2.9 
*Richards, I~agarde, and Elena Landazuri, Children of Mexico, 
San Francisco: Har.r Wagner, 1935. Mexican history, 
life, and customs told in separate fictional type stories. 
A lot of good information for best readers. 
--~---~·-__...-~ .. 
Rugg, Harold, and Louise Kruger, Mankind Throughout the Ages, 
Boston: Ginn, 1938. Information on the Mayas. 
*Shambaugh, Mary E., Folk Festivals for Schools and Play-
grounds, New York: A. s. Barnes, 1932. 
Smith, Mrs. Susan, Made in Mexico, New York: Knopf, 1930. 
#*Solem, Elizabeth, Mateo and the Mexican Fair, New York: Bncy-
~clopedia BritannimPress, 1947. Eetures from the film, 
Mexican Children. Large illustrations, small mnount of 
text--school, market, home life. 
Sondergaard, Arensa, My First Geography of the Americas. 
Good pictures and illustrated maps; small, graphic il-
lustrations and diagrams, anecdotal paragraphs. 
j./Stratton, Randall, E.,<Juarez of Mexico, New York: American 
Book, 1942. For grades 5-8. 
· Tarshis, Mrs. Elizabeth Kent, The Village That Learned to 
Read, Boston: HOughton-Mifflin, 1941. Good book on 
Mexican ,education for good readers. 
. 30 
*Thomas, Margaret ··L., The Burro's Moneybag, New York: Abingdon- / 
Cokesbury, 1947. Fiction story of a Mexican family for V 
good readera. 
Tousey, Sanford, Davy Crockett, Racine, Wis.: Whitman, 1948. 
Contains the story of the Alamo; for average readers. 
*University of New Mexico, T.he Spanish-American Song and Game 
~' New York: A. s. Barnes, 1942. Directions in Eng-
lish and Spanish for songs and games. Divided into , 
three sections--children 5-7, 8-10, 11 and over. 
#Wahlert and Kahn, Neighbors Near and Far, Boston: Houghton- ~ 
Mifflin, 1935. Third grade readers with a section on v 
Mexico which is very good for a slow group. 
'~ ..... ~ekly R~;der Parade, Columbus Ohio: CharJs s E. Merrill, 1947. 
\ A very good story of Paricutin is included in this col-
'- leetion which would be sui table for a child to read to 
the class. .Also a page of illustrated Spanish words. 
• 
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#Yeaton, Clyde E., Pablo of Mexico, New York: Lyons and Car- .~ 
nahan, 1941. Paper covered booklet, second grade vocab- V 
ulary with large print, but high in interest • 
* Available at the Boys' and Girls 1 Library, Newton 
# Especially good for slow readers 
MAGAZINE STORIES 
A Pinata for Pepita, Junior Red Cross Magazine, Dec., 1942. 
A charming Mexican Christmas story to read to class • 
. 
~ttle Brother Vasco,· Junior Red Cross, Sept., 1945. The 
story of a Tarascan Indian boy. 
t/][e.xican Masquerade, Junior Red Cross, Sept., 1946. Dances 
and costumes, illustrated. 
~exico's Problems, Young America Reader, Feb. 10, 1949 • 
. Vanilla, Strawberry, Chocolate! Idella Purnell, Junior Red 
Cross, Sept., 1946. Mexico's Independence Day. 
GEOGRAPHY BOOKS AND TEXTS 
Atwood-Thomas, The Americas, Boston: Ginn, 1942. 
Barrows, Harlan, and others, The American Continents, New 
York: Silver, Burdett, 1946. 
McConnell, w. R., Living in the.Americas, Chicago: Rand 
McNally, 1934. 
" McNally & McNally, This is Mexico, New York: Dodd Mead, -1947. 
Meyer, Jacob, an~ others, Our Southern Neighbors, Follett, 
1950. 
Sm~th & Sorensen, Neighbors in the Americas, Philadelphia: 
Winston, 1948. 
I 
I 
Stull, DeForest, and Roy Hatch, Journeys through North America, 
Boston: Allyn & Bacon, 1948. 
Wilson, Howard, and(x:thers, . Ways of Living in Many Lands, New 
York: American Book, 1946. 
. f 
•.. 
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MUSIC BOOKS 
~rmi tage, Theresa, and others, Music Everywhere (6), Boston: 
c. c. Birchard, 1943 
Cielito Lindo, 44 
The White Dove, 144 
Fiesta, 146 
La Cucaracha, 149 
La Raspe (dance), 159 
Arrni tage, Theresa, and others, Our Land of Song ( 5), Boston: 
c. c. Birchard, 1943 
Dance, Little Seraphine, 47 
The Boat Girl, 148 
Beattie, John w., and others, The American Singer (5), New 
York: American Book, 1946 
The Jarabe, 175-180 (song with dance directions, 
illustrations) 
~-
1/Burchenal, Elizabeth, Folk 
York: Schirmer, 1922 
Fandango, 57 
La Cucaracha, 54-57 
Others, 31-53 
Glenn, Leavett, and others, 
Ginn, 1936" 
Where the Roses, 32 
The Serenade, 46 
Dances from Old Homelands, New 
Music and directions are 
given for each dance. 
Blending Voices (5), Boston: 
Pepita, 108 
The Tambourine, 141 
In the Plaza, 182 
VGlenn, Leavett, and others, Tunes and Harmonies ( 6), Boston: 
Ginn, 1936 
The Dance, 114 
One Night in Mexico, 109 
Ma:ya Land, 23 
Carmen, Carmela, 136 
Kennedy, Jimmy, and Michael Carr, South of the Border, New 
York: Shapiro, Bernstein & Co., 1939 (Popular song) 
McConathy, Morgan, and others, The Music Hour (4), New York: 
Silver, Burde~t-~,.1929 
The Fandango, 52 (dance) 
vMcConathy, Morgan, and others, New Music Horizons ( 5), New 
York: Silver~ Burdett, 1946 
Down in Mexico, 43 The Old Mexican Woman, 71 
--v .. 
Politi, Leo, Pedro, the Angel of Alverra Street, New York: 
Scribner's, 1946 
La Pinata 
Sung Upon Entering Puesto Christmas Eve 
32 
~ 
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10. OTHER INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS--FILMS 
The following 16 mm sound films are available for 
sale or rental: 
~estas of the Hills--one real, color. Religious dances and 
prooessi ons. 
Association Films Inc., 35 West 35th Street, New York. 
Fisher Folk of Lake Patzcuaro--1952, 16 min. sound, color, 
$150; rent apply. Shows the primitive life and occupations 
of the Tarascan Indians who live on the island of Janitzio. 
Includes taking duoks in flight with spears, fishing with 
butterfly nets, and market scenes with barter. 
v Ralph Adams, 4104 Goodland Ave., No. Hollywood, Calif. 
~dustries of Mexico--one reel, color. Agriculture, grazing, 
mining, handiorafts. 
Simmel-Meservey Inc., 321 South Beverly Drive, Beverly 
Hills, California 
.... ··· 
the Plant of a Thousand Uses-~1952, 14 min. sound, 
140; lease apply. The many uses of the maguey plant--
fences, paper, pulque, alcohol, needle and thread, soap, 
food, and rope made in the old way before the Spanish con-
quest. 
Ralph Adams, 4104 Goodland Ave., No. Hollywood, Calif. 
Mexican Hacienda~-one reel, color. Farming methods and prod-
ucts in a mountain community. 
International Film Bureau Inc., 6 North Michigan Avenaa, 
r Chicago, Illinois. 
Mexico Builds a Demooracy--2 reels, color. Work of the gov-
ernment in bringing education to the Tarascan people. 
Ideal Pictures Corp., 65 East South Water Street, Chi-
cago. (Also available through Boston University.) 
~odern Mexico--one reel, color. Mexico today--cities, busi-
ness, people, -education, housing, problems. · 
J Simmel-Meservey Inc., 321 South Beverly Drive, Beverly 
Hills, California 
Tomorrow's Mexico--one reel, eleven minutes. Begins with 
r.evolution of 1910, upheavals of government, present efforts 
to eliminate illiteracy and raise the standard of living. 
The March of Time Forum Edition, 369 Lexington Avenue, 
New York 17 
c .•..• 
,_ 
.~ 
The following films are free to schools; pay shipping 
charges only: 
Birth of an Oil Field--3 reels, color, 31 min. How an oil 
well is drilled and crude oil brought up from the ground. 
Shell Oil Co., Public Relations Dept., 50 West 50th St., 
New York 20 
Old Mexico--30 min., sound, color. The beautiful scenery of 
Mexico as seen from the Pan-American Highway from Laredo, 
'Texas, to Mexico City and Mexico's Highway Route 3 to Taxco 
and Acapulco. · 
Continental Bus System, Tour Dept., 315 Continental Ave., 
Dallas, Texas · 
~mantic Mexico--2 reels, color, 25 min. Travelogue showing 
high spots of beauty. 
Illinois Central Railroad, Mr. A. W. Eckstein, Advertis-
ing agent, 135 East 11th Place, Chicago 5, Illinois 
Trip Through Mexioo--30 min., sound, color. Also available 
in a 55 min. versd.on on a 2000-foot reel. A motor trip 
through Mexico's cities and rural areas. Habits and occupa-
tions of the people are shown, including farming, arts and 
crafts, market places, etc. 
Gulf Oil Co., Gulf Building, Pittsburgh 30, Pa. 
All films should be booked a month in advance. 
The following films are available for rental through 
Boston University. Addre·ss: Dr. Abraham Krasker, Boston 
University School of Public Relations, Division of Motion 
Pictures and Visual Aids, 332 Bay State Road, Boston, Mass. 
vA12 Arts and Crafts of Mexico--Encyclopedia Britannic Film 
vA17 Making a Mural--Encyclopedia Britannica Film 
vUS128 Mexican Moods (color)--Office of Inter-American Affairs 
• 
vUS173 Mexico City (color)--Office of Inter-American Afihirs 
/US41 Native Arts of Old Mexico--U. s. Dept. of Agriculture 
~, v Pr37 People of Mexico--Encyclopedia Britannica 
~ AlO Pottery Making--Encyclopedia Britannica 
· "US90 Sundays in the Valley of Mexico--Office of Inter-Am. 
Affairs 
_: ...::_ :__· __ . _ · _·· ,~· ... 
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A6 The Silversmith--Harvard Film Service 
US200 Yucatan (2 reels, color)--Office of Inter-Am.Affairs 
The following films are available in the Newton School System: 
Land of Mexico 
Mexican Children 
These two films can be used most suc-
cessfully in introducing the unit. 
Mexico (silent) 
FILMSTRIPS 
The following filmstrips are available through the 
H. w. Wilson Co., 950 University Avenue, New York 52. 
Land of the Mayas--the Yucatan 
Land of Mexico--geographic and economic aspects 
of modern Mexico 
Mexico--photographs, pictorial map, customs, 
culture, clothing, food, occupations, 
natural resources, and climate 
Mexico and its People--dress and appearance, 
work and play. ~~signed to encourage 
discussion. 
$6.00 
$3.00 
$2.95 
$2.00 
For the next filmstrip, write to the Ameri.can Insti-
tute for Visual Instruction, 597 5th Avenue, New York 17. 
Mexico--drained lakes, floating gardens, 
market place at Trumpico, costumes, 
_pottery making · $2.50 
SLIDES 
The following slides may be obtained free of charge 
by contacting Mrs. Warren Lothrop, Chairman, Pan-American 
Society EXhibits, 18 Traill Street, Cambridge 38, Mass. 
Ancient Mayan Culture in Copan 
,...J 
/ Colonial Painting in Mexico~ 
Contemporary Mexican Murals 
Contemporary Painting in Mexico 
Mayas of Yucatan and U:xmal 
Mexican Churches of Colonial Period., 
Popular Arts in Mexico/ 
Southeastern Mexico 
Valley of Mexico 
Western Mexico 
RECORDINGS AVAILABLE IN THE NEWTON SCHOOL SYSTEM 
~Program of Mexican Music--orchestra and chorus. Columbia 
Masterworks Set M-414 
Capriccio ESpagnol--Rimsky-Korsakov. New York Philharmonic 
Orchestra. The finale is a fandangp. 
~ota--Manuel de Falla. Jascha Heifetz, violin. 
La Golondrina--Boston Pops Orchestra 
"""- . ~atin American-Folk Music--guitar. Decca Album No. 186 
Latin American Folk Songs--Olga Coelho and guitar. RCA Vic-
tor Album S50 
~xicana--South of the Rio Grande--8 songs in Spanish 
Ravel's Bol~o--Boston Symphony Orchestra 
Rhumbola and others--Abe Lyman. Latin American rhythms 
~Rolito, the life and adventures of a little Mexican boy, told 
~ and sung in English and Spanish. Decca Album No. A313 
Spanish Dance in GMinor--Moskowski 
Toreador Song from Carmen--Lawrence Tibbett 
Viva America--Mexican and other Latin American music 
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OTJPSR AVAILAB~ MATERIALS 
Exhibits Which may be borrowed from the Children's Museum, ~ 
Lending Dept., 60 Burroughs St., Jamaica Plain 30, Mass. (Call JA '4-1550) Me.:xico, Qg, Volcanoes 
Mexican Exhibit which may be borrowed from Mrs. Warren Lothrop, 
Chairman, Pan-American Society Exhibits, 18 Traill Street, 
Cambridge, Mass. 
FREE AND INEXPENSIVE MATERIALS 
Much interesting and helpful material may be had by 
writing to the following sources. Children enjoy wniting 
the letters and receiving the booklets addressed to them at 
school. 
1. American Airlines, Inc., New York, N. Y. 
In Mextco, Itts the Custom, Senor (holidays, common 
phrases in Spanish and Ene;lish, everyday_practices) 
Make Friends with Mexico (good pictures, maps, and 
general information) 
2. *Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs, Commerce Dept. 
Building, Washington, D. c. 
Neighbors, A Self Portrait 
Mexico, Next Door Neighbor (excellent information--
maps, tables, graphs) 
3. Foreigh Policy Assoctation Inc., 22 East 38th Street, 
New York, N. Y. 
Mexico, the Making of a Nation--Hubert Herring 
4. International Harvester Go., Chicago, Illinois 
Binder Twine 
5. Middle America Information Bureau, Box 93, Station Y, 
New York, N. Y. 
Questions and Answers About Middle America 
6. *Pan-American Union, Washington, D. c. 
Fla s and Coats of Arms of the American Re ublics 
Hernan Cortes excellent 
Mexico 
Pan-America in Poster Stamps (booklet with picture 
stamps to paste in) 
The Aztec People (excellent) 
* There is a small charge for these booklets. 
- ~' - ·- · - _ · _-• . _ .. _.,-., __ . _ -._~. --· " ., ' · ·_:c_- ·.~ 
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B. SOUTH AMERICA 
1. OVERVIEW 
South America is a vast continent,. much of which is 
still uninhabited. Its wide differences in climate, types 
of land, and races of people have made difficult the forma-
tion of stable governments. The poverty of the rural areas 
with their low productivity, poor health, and malnutrition 
is in sharp contrast to the seeming prospe~ity of the larger 
cities, where the tourist· cannot but be> impressed with the 
' 
· modern buildings, swank hotels, and exotic foods. Today 
more than ever b~for~, when all free nations of the world 
are threatened, it is important that the peoples of the 
Americas understand and appreciate each other and work to-
gether in unity for the defense of the western hemisphere. 
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2. UNDERSTANDINGS 
j 
I U 1. South America is a continent of many nations, each 
with its own geographic conditions, its own culture, its own 
peculiar problems. 
2. The people of North and South America have not un-
derstood each other in the past. 
J3. The Pan-American Union was founded to promote bet-
ter understanding and international relations among all Amer-
icans. 
/4'. Most of the countries of South America have become 
independent republics only after years of revolution and 
bloodshed. Many of these governments are still unstable. 
!./·5. South America is an old land, boasting ancient In-
dian civilizations, as well as exploration and colonization 
by the white men, long before they appeared in North America. 
Vl 6. Some of its treasures have been e.xploitear•"and) 
abandoned, yet vast natural resources remain undevel~d due 
to lack .. of technical knowledge and capital. ~7. The culture and characteristics of the South Amer-
ican people are ~ery different from ours due to the Spanish 
and Portugueseinfluenee. 
8. It is important for nations, as well as individu-
als, to make_ the best use of what they have. 
--.t-: -·· j 39 
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ATTITUDES AND APPRECIATIONS 
1. An attitude of responsibility for one's own work 
a~d that of the group. 
I 
i 2. An attitude of respect for the opinions and abil-
ities of others. 
3. An attitude of cooperation with fellow-workers. 
, 4. An attitude of consideration for the rights and 
feelings of other.people. 
i 5. An attitude of open-mindedness toward the races, 
r~ligions, and customs of other nations. 
i I l-" .6. · An appreciation for the high degree 
v~loped by the ancient Inca Indians of Peru. 
of culture de-
i 
. i 7._ An appreciation for the struggles the South Amer-
ic}an nations have made to e·stablish themselves and the prob-
l~ms besetting them today. 
8. An appreciation for the color and beauty of South 
~erican hand crafts, their rhythmic music and dances, color-
·. ftj.l cos'tumes, weaying, and pott~ry. 
, 9. An appreciation for ·the privileges and freedoms 
which we enjoy in our own country. 
10. An appreciation for the interdependence of nations • 
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4 . SIIT tLS AND HABITS 
t 
1. Using the table of contents, index, and topic sen-
as in textbooks to locate information quickly. 
2. Independence in using refer~nce materials. 
3. Learning to ·pronounce and use the new words en-
c untered in the unit. In addition to the Spanish words 
ted in Mexican unit, here is a partial list. 
{altiplano Pizarro 
~~=~=phere ~!~o~a~~i!var 
llanos Francisco Miranda 
granchaco Bernado O'Higgins 
Humboldt Current Jose Artigas 
El Dorado pom Pedro II 
Pope's line of decision Vquebracho mahogany 
sparse population ;;./manioc J conquistadores :)cassava 
1 bandierantes ~/,quinine J1viceroy ~/nitrate 
v Creoles d cacao 
v. mestizo J/latex 
~v,gaucho ~>ye.rba mate 
·.,·-Inca · guano -
v' bola rotenone 
··J machete tagua palm 
'"'"balsa boats carnauba wax 
\'poncho pulpadora 
' estancia finoa 
~setae fly v~madillo 
vanteater v~eccary 
\/~heetah t) .. lama 
~lpaca v~lligator 
procodile ~oucan 
\/piranha v',:rhea 
"··-'sloth Vtapir ~puma chuna 
4. Listening courteously and.thoughtfully to other 
le's reports. 
5. Evaluating information. 
6. Making notes on material read. 
7. Using the dictionary for meaning, pronunciation, 
spelling. 
4:1. 
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.a.. Organizing facts from many sources into an inte-
grated whole. 
9. Writing a simple summary • 
10. Using the encyclopedia, world almanac, and atlas. 
11.. Making original graphs and charts to depict com-
parisons. 
12. Distinguishing between important facts and unim-
portant details. 
13~ Discovering the meaning of new words from context 
clues. 
14. Reading and making maps. 
15. Skimming for important facts. 
16. Following directions. 
17. Discovering and interpreting facts from pictures, 
graphs, and charts. 
18. RecogniZing pertinent facts in fiction, as 
"Petite Suzanne.lf 
19. Working well in a group. 
20. Working well alone. 
21. Writing creative plays, stories, and poems. 
22. Writing business letters, invitations, thank-you 
notes. 
23. Being neat and thorough in all written work, 
maps, and activities. 
24. Knowing which sources to use to locate specific 
information. 
25. Presenting information in a variety of ways. 
26. Reconciling conflicting statements in books and 
news pap era • 
27. Speaking clearly and in an interesting manner. 
28. Recogni~ng facts in other situations which ap-
. ply to unit. 
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29. Relating reading material to present problems 
and personal experiences. 
30. 
31. 
graphs. 
32. 
Developing poise before an audience. 
Measuring accurately for maps, charts, murals, 
Spelling new words by sound.lfv';tt.;i l 
33. Using pleasing colors and arrangement in art work. 
34. Singing together in tmme. 
35. Dancing gracefully and with rhythm. 
36. Learning new crafts, such as pottery making, cop-
per jewelry, bead work, weaving. 
37. Taking care of tools, hot plates, art materials. 
38. Choosing leaders wisely. 
39. Evaluating one's own work and that of others. 
40. Accepting the decision of the majority gracefully. 
41. Using good judgment in use of time, choice of 
activities. 
42. Thinking a problem through for oneself without de-
pending on others. 
43. Carrying out plans to completion. 
' 
ects. 
44. Assuming responsibility for own and group proj-
45. Planning with group and teacher • 
--·- -
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5. APPROACHES 
y.-· 1. Shqw pictures and tell story of the Incas • 
~ 2.. A timely news article on any South .&nerican coun-
try from the daily paper, Time, or Newsweek. 
3. Ask a parent or any person in the community who 
has traveled in South America to come and speak to the ~ss (Miss Elliott). 
4. ndsplay one of the excellent South American exhib-
its available through Mrs. Madeline Arnold: 
Geography of South America Argentina 
Products Bolivia 
Costume Dolls Brazil 
Musical Instruments Chile 
Crafts Ecuador 
Foods of Latin America Peru 
v .··s. Invite one of the speakers from the Children's 
·Museum to give a talk on Peru and display some of the moun-
tain costumes .. 
v--6. Display one of the e.xhibi ts from the Children t s 
Museum. 
r---...-7. Read a South American story to the class ("Pedro 
in the Chilean Desert," "Secret of the Andes," etc.). 
8. Exhibit-some of the excellent charts, maps, pic-
tures, and booklets available free through companies listed 
in bibliography. 
/( 9. Make an e.xhibi t of products we obtain from South 
Ame:t>ica, accompanied by provocative questions. 
Ex:ample: 
/ 
Brazil nuts--Do you know where these nuts come from? 
Coffee beans--How and where is coffee grown? 
Buttons of vegetable ivory--From what tree do we 
get buttons? 
V 10. Show a movie on South America. (Pan-American 
World Airlines color film depicting an airplane trip to South 
America is an excellent introduction.) 
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6. ACTIVITIES 
-~ 1. Class discussion to determine what we want to 
learn about South America and how we will go about getting 
information. 
2. Have a child make a telephone call to Mrs. Made-
leine Arnold to arrange for dates of various exhibits. 
3. Organize groups with leader and secretary; set up 
standards for group work. 
4. Go to the Children r s Library and school library 
to locate material on South America. 
5. Read and report to the class stories of the ex-
citing and colorful history of South America. 
Dalgleish, They Live in South America, PP• 21-53 
Meyer, Our Southern Neighbors, pp. 102-113 
Goetz, Let's Read About South America, pp. 11-28 
-- The Good Neighbor Series contains excellent detailed 
information on the history of each country. 
Powers, Living in Latin America, pp. 54-72 
Lansing, Against All Odds (complete book) 
6. Make colorful Inca shields or headdresses from 
construction paper and paint with tempera paints. 
7. Make and eecorate clay tiles and pottery. Glaze 
and bake in school kmln. 
8. Make soap carvings or plasticene or clay models 
of South-American animals and birds {Booklet: Bibliography). 
9. Make and illustrate reports on the unusual animals 
of South America. Sources of information: 
terson, Jolita of the Jungle, pp. 9-89 
wson, Wild Animals, pp. 9, 10, 17, 18, 32, 37-41, 56 
lgleish, They Live in South America, pp. 55-63 
Connell, Living in Different Lands, pp. 41-60 
10.. Make a South American zoo, using models of birds 
and animals and placing them in cages made from cereal boxes 
and colored plastic straws. 
11. Construct bead flowers, such as the senoritas 
wear in their hair, from tiny craft beads and picture wire. 
(Directions to appear in The Instructor soon.) 
- - ·--~'"' - -
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12. Make a large wall map of South America, using 
opaque projector to magnify outline. Glue on actual prod-
ucts in the location where they are grown or made. (Prod-
uct maps in geography books) 
13. Construct a South American market. Make or bring 
articles to sell (eXhibit). 
pottery straw hats, mats, toys 
tiles rebozos, serapes 
woven mats bright colored pictures 
paper mache fruits and vegetables 
Mexican designs stenciled on cloth 
Goetz, Let's Read About South America, pp. 80-92 
14. Make a large trade map of South America, showing 
the exports and imports of the leading seaports. 
Atwood, The Americas, pp. 276-277 
15. Keep a South American notebook of reports, maps, 
original charts and drawings, timely news items, and maga-
zine pictures. · 
16. Make colorful cut paper pictures depicting the 
meanings of common Spanish words learned in the unit, as a 
vase of flowers labeled FLORES, a farmer planting corn, PEON, 
etc. 
Spanish words--Weekly Reader Parade, p. 38 
17. Make a set of musical instruments--drums, 
maracas, tambourines, from common materials. 
Tilles, nEver 1-Kake Rhythm Toys?" Family Circle, Feb., 
1953, pp. 77-80, 108-112 
(l~i\"- "}! ._ ~ .. J 
18. Plan a dramatization of a fiesta, with music and ~ 
instruments, songs, games, dances. 
bread. 
Johnson, America's Southern Neighbors, pp. 183-192 
Dilling, Markets of the World, pp. 30-36 
Olcott, Market Day and Holiday, pp. 119-140 
Goetz, Let's Read About South .America, Ch. XVI, XVII 
Booklet, Festival and Folk Dances, Pan-American 
Union, 10; 
19. Make small woven baskets, suitable for serving 
Dennison booklet No. RSI779, Baskets for Your Bread 
20. Make bright colored braided crepe paper tiles 
and coasters. 
Dennison Instruction Sheet No. CS-638, Mexican Crepe-
braid Tiles and Coasters. These may be obtained from 
Dennison's Store, Franklin St., Boston, or by writing 
to Dennison Craft Studio, 220 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 
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21. Make and dress pecan dolls to represent South 
American dancers, musicians. 
Casey, Jewell, "Turning Pecans into Dolls,rr Woman's 
Day, 19 West 44th Street, New York 36, New York 
.;· 
22. Read and enjoy stories and poems on South Amer-
ica (see bibliography). Write an imaginative poem or story 
of your own. Pretend you were with Pizzaro when he conquered 
the Incas, or that you were an Inca boy or girl, or that you 
live in a hut in the Amazon jungle. 
23. See and discuss some of the many excellent South 
American movies. 
24. Discuss slides and filmstrips. 
25. Make your own set of opaque·projector slides to 
illustrate a story or report. 
26. Make a mural in poster paints of an Amazon jungle 
scene, the Inca city, cowboys of Argentina, a coffee planta-
tion, etc. (geography books). 
27. Make large charts or a frieze to depict the steps .. 
in gathering rubber, raising coffee, processing cacao, etc. 
(geograPhy books). 
28. Dramatize a day in the lif'e of an Amazon Indian. , 
Various children could impersonate people from various sec-
tions, as the Andes, Chilean desert, Chilean valley, Argen-
tine pampa (geography books). 
29. Make plates from old phonograph records and dec-
orate with brightly lacquered South American designs. 
30. Make a set of flags of all countries belonging 
to the Pan-American Union. Mount on lollypop sticks. 
Fla s and Coats-of-Arms of 21 American Re ublics, 
booklet--Pan-American Union, 10 
31. Find aut all you can about the Pan-American 
Union and what it is doing to promote understanding between 
the Americas. 
·Meyer, Our Southern Neighbors, PP• 1-10 
Barr, Our Friends in South America, PP• 367-391 
Greenbie, Between Mountain and Sea, PP• 69-81 
Salmon, Americans Together, pp. 189-202 
Powers, Living in Latin America, pp. 28-30 
II 
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32. Weave belts of bright colored string on hand 
looms, working in South American Indian designs. 
33. Listen to some South American dance music. 
Learn to recognize and clap the rhythms and to dance a jota, 
tango, rhumba, or bolero. 
Bolero--Ravel ) 
Espana.Rhapsody--Chabrier c)> Recordings 
Burchanal, Folk Dances from Old Homelands, pp. 31-57 
Shambaugh, Folk Festivals for Schools and Playgrounds 
34. Learn to sing some rhythmic South American songs. 
Listen for two-part harmony and try to sing your part in 
tune. Write an original song in South American rhythm. 
(Bibliography--music books) 
35. Write thank-you notes to speakers or those who 
have loaned exhibits. 
36. Write business letters to send for free materials 
(listed in bibliography). 
37. Make a map showing the Pan-American Highway. No-
tice the location of the unfinished portions. D1scuss reasons 
why it may be many years before it is completed. 
Meyer, Our Southern Neighbors, p. 24 
Powers, Living in Latin America, pp. 20-23 
Booklet, Pan-American Highway System (present status 
of the highway in Latin America)--Pan-American 
Union, 25.¢ 
38. Have children who collect stamps bring in those 
from South American countries. Look at them through a read-
ing glass. What does the picture on each signify? 
Meyer, Our Southern Neighbors, p. 9 
Booklet, Pan America in Poster Strunps, Pan-American 
Union, 15/6 
39. Plan and arrange bulletin board displays as unit 
progresses. 
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40. Learn all you can about the problems South Amer-
ican nations face today. Pretend you are representing oneof ~ 
these countries in the United Natiops. Present your problem 
befo~e the other members. 
McConnell, Geography of American Peoples, pp. 331, 332 
Goetz, Let's Read About South America, PP• 117-119 
Meyer, Our Southern Neighbors, pp. 266, 267 
Salmon, Americans Together, pp. 1-12, 189-202 
I _______ __._ --- --· - . --
41. Learn all you can about our trade with South 
America. For what products do we depend on South America? 
For what do they depend upon us? What can be done to in-
crease trade between the United States and Argentina? 
Meyer, Our Southern Neighbors, pp. 7-10 
Barr, Our Friends in South America, pp. 376-391 
Atwood, The Americas, pp. 276-277 
Geography books 
42. Find out how the government of some South Amer-
ican republic.s is different from our own. How are they 
alike? What South American Leaders are making news? 
Time Magazine 
Newsweek , __ .,- _ 
Meyer, Our Southern Neighbors--government of each 
country on a separate page--index, P• 274 
43. Invite Miss Elliott, head of art department in 
Newton, to ·show her slides and Mexican articles. 
44. Play some South American games on the playground. 
Johnson, America's Southern Neighbors, pp. 161-178 
45. Write in your own words the story of one of 
South America's great heroes. 
Barr, Our Friends in South America, PP• 132-176 
Dalgleish, They Live in South America, PP• 45-54 
Kelsey, Six Great Men of Brazil 
Lansing, Against All Odds 
46. Write to a pen pal in South America. Obtain ad-
dress from The International Friendship League, Inc., 40 Mt. 
Vernon Street, Boston 8, Massachusetts. 
47. Make your own exhibit of products which come from 
South America. Label each with the name of the country where 
it is found (geography books). 
48. Contrast the life of the city dwellers with that 
of the poor country farmers. Find out all you can about what 
the governments are doing to help the peons and Indians. 
(Geography books) 
49. Make a flour-and-salt map of South America show-
ing the physical features. Paint to depict rainfall, vegeta-
tion, or population (geography books). 
50. Make a set of dioramas, one to represent each 
country. Make paper mache scenery, pipe cleaner figures 
dressed in crepe paper. 
Booklet--Pipe Cleaner Art, available at Dennison's, 
Franklin Street, Boston. 
.. 
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7.· EVALUATION TECHNIQUES 
1. Samples of chilq's work gathered throughout the 
unit. 
. 
2. Anecdotal records kept in children's folders. 
3. Teacher observation and judgment throughout the 
unit. 
4. Reports by groups--evaluate with class • 
. ) 
5. Informal talks with parents. 
6. Culminating activities--~, program, exhibit, 
mural. 
7. Each member of the class keep a progress sheet 
listing the items he feels he needs to improve most, such as 
speaking slowly and clearly, neatness, finishing work on 
time. Talk over individually from time to time. 
s. Iowa tests of work-study skills used as a measure 
of progress made since the preceding year. 
9. Set up with the class criteria for good group 
work. Check the list with them frequently; also train group 
leaders to do this. 
10. Play review games such as Travel Bureau and In-
formation Please. These give the children practice in formu-
lating worthwhile questions and also indicate to some degree 
how well they have assimilated the subject matter and skills 
of the unit. 
11. Teacher-made tests and questionnaires; sample 
questions: 
1. How do we know. that the Incas were a highly 
civilized Indian tribe? 
2. Why have there been so many wars in South · 
American history? 
3. What do you think the people of South America 
need most today? Give a reason for your answer. 
4. Why is it important that the United States do 
all she can to. be a good neighbor to South American countries? 
1. What place in South America would you like 
most to visit? Why? 
2. Would you like to live in the Amazon jungle·? 
Why? 
- - -"- ~-_. ·.- - - -
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8. TEACHER'S BIB'tiOGRAPRY 
~Bidwell, Percy W., Economic Defense of Latin America, Boston: 
World Peace Foundation, 1941. 
v*Carpenter, Frances, Our South American Neighbors, New York: 
American Book Go., 1942. Too difficult for any but best 
pupils, but contains good information for teachers. 
8Farthing, Dorothy K., and Phillips, Claude A., Understanding 
the> Latin Americans, New York: Lyohs and Carnahan, 1946. 
1o Go<hde, J. Paul, Goode's School Atlas, New York: Rand McNally, 
1947. 
1t· Green, P. L., Our Latin American Neighbors, New York: Hasting 
House, 1941. 
J) Gunther, John, Inside Latin America, New York: Harper, 1941. 
1
; Haring, Clarence H., Argen ti. na and the United S ta tea, Boston: 
World Peace Foundation, 1941. 
1 ~Henderson, Barbara, and others, The Blue· Sky Book, New York: Singer, 1946. Poetry of many lands. 
1 
, 1Herman, Michal, Folk Dances for All, New York: Barnes and 
Noble, 1947. 
t~ Inman, Samuel G., Latin America, New York: Willett, 1937. 
, ~oinman, Samuel, and C. E. Castaneda, A History of Latin Amer-
ica for Schools, New York: Macmillan, 1944. Too diffi-
cult for elementary children, but good material for 
teachers. 
~~James, Preston, Latin America, New York: The Odyssey Press, 
. 1942. 
,, Kirkpatric.k, F •. A., Latin America, New. York: Macmillan, 1939. 
" 
\ 
11
,Lands and Peoples, Encyclopedia, Vol. VII, Latin America. 
~Lansing, Marion, Against All Odds, New York: Doubleday & Co., 
~ 1942. Pioneers of South America. 
~Lawrence, Chester, ed .. , New World Horizons., New York: Silver, 
v Burdett, 1942. 11Up.:;,;-to-date 11 information on posi tiona 
of countries in the world in 1942. 
. 51. 
~Robertson, w. s., History of Latin America, New York: Dutton, 
1941. 
~ ~~Salmon, E. Dwight, and Evalyn Boyle, ~ericans Together, St • 
.-, Louis: Webster Publishing Co., 1943. A good book to 
promote better understanding runong peoples of North and 
South America. 
' 
.. 
J1 Stewart, Watt, and Harold Peterson, Builders of Latin America, 
New York: Harper Bros., 1942. 
bStuart, A. H., Latin America and the United States, New York: 
] Appleton, 1938. 
'3c.,Tomlinson,- Edward, The Other Americans (Our Neighbors to the 
South), New York: Scribner's, 1943. 
~(Ybarra, T. R., America Faces South, New York~ Dodd, Mead, 
·1939. 
9. PUPILS ' BIBLIOGRAPHY 
~dams., R. c., Sky High in Bolivia, Breton: D. ~Heath, 
v 1942. Life and costumes near Lake Titicaca with col-
ored pictures of costumes. A small book, good for 
slow readers. 
~rr, Glenn, and others, Our Friends in South America, New 
York: Macmillan, 1950. .An excellent source book of in- · .. "" 
formation for good readers. 
~own, Rose, Amazon Adventures of Two Children, New York: 
Lippincott, 1942. The story of two native Amazon chil-
dren, for average readers. 
* , The Land and People of Brazil, New York: Lippincott, 
1946. Good material, but fine print and difficult read-
ing. Has a section of good photographs in center of 
book. 
/~ \ 
~~rpenter, Frances, Our South American Neighbors, New York: 
American Book Co., 1942. Excellent, thorough informa-
tion for best readers. Each chapter has a summary of 
..,. facts at the end which makes it a valuable source book. 
~·-
~~rk, Ann Nolan, Secret of the Andes; New York: Viking 
I Press, 1952. A modern Inca boy herds llamas and learns the secrets of the ancients in a hidden valley of Peru. 
· A beautifully written story for good readers. Newberry 
Award winner for 1952. 
,.-·ciark, Marion, and Wilbur Fish Gordy, The First Three 
\, -' Years in America, New York: Scribners, 1931. An 
book, but still good for historical background. 
easy reading. 
Hundred 
old 
Fairly 
/?"'"' 
rComfort, Mildred H.; Peter and Nancy in South America, Chi-
/
.. cage: Beckley-Cardy, 1937. Two children take a realis-
, · tic trip to South America. 
·Cox, Rev. Joseph G., and others, Voyages in History, Chicago: 
Loyola University Press, 1948. Chapters 4 and 6 tell 
the story of Swanish explorations ·and the conquest of 
the Incas by Pizarro. Average readers. 
· Dalgleish, Alice, They Live in South America, New York: 
Scribners, 1942. Takes up each country separately. 
Good maps and pictu~es. 
' 
(.~' ~.._p_i)lgleish, Alice~ Wings Around South America, New York: 
Scribners, 1941. A trip by plane througQ South America 
touching the high spots of each country. Sao Paulo, 
Rio de Janeiro, and Bahia have separate chapters • 
.--- . ~partment of Education, Bal~imore, Maryland, 1942, Brazil; 
(booklet). Large, clear type, easy reading, excellent. 
(-------
lD~smond, Alice Curtis, The Lucky Llama, New York: Macmillan, 
__ , 1946. A charming story of life among the mountain 
herders of Peru. For average to slow readers. 
(-··~--~' Soldiers of the Sun, New York: Dodd, Mead, 1938. 
An excellent source of material on the Incas. Good for 
dramatization. 
\ -.~D9naldson, Lois, Guiana in Story and Pictures, Chicago: Al-
---- bert Whitman, 1944. A good brief account of the wild-
life, products, and land. Pictures by Kurt Weise. For 
average readers. Also Colombia in Story and Pictures, 
Uruguay, Paraguay. 
:pri.arte, Margarida, The Stor:y-:ef<the Palm Tree, New York: 
Grosset & Dunlap, 1940. This is a Brazilian picture 
book, translated. It gives the legend of the palm tree 
and how it first grew in Brazil. Nice pictures. 
, (#Eei'4.s, Elsie Spicer, Fairy Tales f:t>om Brazil, Chicago: E. M. 
\,, __ / 1 Hale, 1917. A charming set of stories, easy reading. 
Tales from the Amazon, New York: Dodd, Mead, 1938. 
A collection of Brazilian stories for average readers. 
- / Fleming, Patricia, Rico the Young Rancher, Boston: D. C. 
· Heath, 1942. One of the New World Neighbors series • 
...... --· A story of a Chilean boy; good background reading for 
average re_aders. 
r Gambrill, J. Montgomery, How the Old World Found the New, 
·· /
1 BC?ston, Ginn & Co •. , 1929. Fairly good for history. 
Goetz, Delia, Let's Read About South America, Grand Rapids, 
· Michigan: Fideler, 1950. Good over-all view of South 
America today. Excellent full-page photographs; large 
type, for average readers. 
----~-' Neighbors to the South, New York: Harcourt, 1941. 
A good source book for group work. 
! 
_...--;J . 
~Goe·jtz, Delia, Other Young Americans, New York: Willian Mar-
~-/) row, 1948~ This book tells how young people live today 
in Latin America--what .they wear, their schools, sports, 
work. For .best readers. 
,..,,~- ., 
/ ' ( Greienbie, Sidney, Between Mountain. and Sea (Chile) 
"·- __ j/ By Caribbean Shores (Panama, Colombia, Venezuela) 
Children of the Sun (Peru, Ecuador, Bolivia) 
The Fertile Land (Brazil) . 
Republics of the Pampas (Argentina, Paraguay, Uruguay) 
New York: Row, Peterson, 1943. These books are in the 
Good Neighbor Series. They contain unusual colored 
pictures as well asr-unany black and white drawings. 
Text is difficult, but information excellent--history 
as well as up-to-date information. 
~ad.:er, Berta and Elmer, Green and Gold, New York: Macmillan, 
~- -- 1936. The story of bananas and how they grow. 
£Hager, Alice Rogers, Brazil, Giant to the South, 
·-- Macmtllan, 1945. The excellent photographs 
Martin gtve a realistic picture of Brazil. 
best readers. 
J "--·~-
New York: 
by Jackie 
Text is for 
Halliburton; Richard, Complete Book of Marvels, New York: 
~--·· Merrill, 1941. Excellent photographs of· well-known 
places in South America;_interesting travelogue. 
,' Henius, Frank, Songs and Games of the Americas, New York: .. 
Scribner, 1942. There are some fascinating games to 
try in this book. Some of them are very old ones which 
came to the Americas with the Spanich Conquerors. 
*Henius, Frank, collector and translator, Stories from the 
Americas, New York: Scribner's, 1944. A collection. of' 
charming stories from nearly every country in Latin 
America. For good readers. 
Henry, Marguerite, Brazil in Story and Pictures, Chicago: 
Whitman, 1941. Very good text. Pictures by Kurt Weise. 
(Also Argentina in Story and Pictures, Chile in Story 
and Pictures. ) 
/ Hfldreth, Gertrude, et al.; Looking Forward, Philadelphia: 
~~ ' John c. Winston Co., 1949. Americans South of Us (p. 
233-300). Stories of Peru, Argentina, and Brazil with 
excellent illustrations and exercises. Fifth grade 
reader. 
___ .....___ ·._· . ___ ···~~----· _ .. ____ _ 
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.oJE-Hof.fmann, Eleanor, The Search for the Gold Fishhook, New 
York: Dodd, Mead, 1951. An adventure story of a native 
Colombian boy who returns home after spending three 
years with his grandmother in California. For best 
readers. 
Jardin, Luis, The Armadillo and the Monkey, New York: Coward 
McCann, 1942. This is a Brazilian book translated by 
~aria Camino. It is an amusing story because the sly 
monkey is something like our sly fox in the Uncle Remus 
stories. 
(:T9hnson, Eleanor, and Ralph Hancock, America r s Southern Neigh-
____.. bars, New York: Charles Merrill, 1947. Excellent mate-
rial on history, tr~vel, ~oods; especially games, sports, 
and fiestas. Activities and tests at end o~ book. 
~}sey, Vera, Maria Rosa, New York: Doubleday, Doran, 1942. 
· The carnival in ·Brazil, told in pictures and story. For 
· good readers. Pictures are rather modernistic paintings. 
("'-~ ""• 
\ l 
', _/ , Six Great Men o~ Brazil, Boston:- D. c. Heath, 1942. 
Fairly hard reading; brief stories of the liberators. 
Lansing, Marion, Against All Odds (Pioneers of South America), 
Garden City, New York: Do~bleday, Doran, 1942~ Detailed 
stories of South America's history written in a readable 
and interesting style. Best readers. (A Junion Liter-
ary Guild selection.) 
----~-' Makers of the Americas, Boston; D. c. Heath, 1947. 
A well-arranged, readable history, including chapters 
on Mexico and South America. 
~e-Lathrop, Dorothy, Presents for Lupe, New York: Macmillan, 
1940. A charming story o~ a pet squirrel from South 
America. Easy reading. 
*Lavarre, William J., Up the Mazaruni for Diamonds, Boston: 
Marshall Jones Co., 1919. The true account of a suc-
cess~ul diamond hunter in British Guiana. Would be 
fine background reading for excellent readers. 
Lawson, James Gilchrist, Wild Animals, Chicago: Rand McNally, 
1935. An excellent little source book of information 
on animals all over the world. Illustrated with black-
and-white photographs. For good readers • 
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(">\ ~j.kus, Alida Sims, The Silver Llama, Chicago: John C. Win-
. ston, 1939. A charming story of Cusi, an Indian boy of 
Peru, and his pet llama. For average readers. 
Stella Burke, Let's Read Aboat Brazil, Grand Rapids, 
Michigan: The Fideler Co., 1948. A very good. reference 
book for average readers. Covers a variety of subjects, 
including history,· rubber, coffee, diamonds, arts and 
crafts, the snake farm at Butantan • 
.. , 
.---)\ 
/-~~Me,~ns, Philip Ainsworth, Tupak of the Incas, New York: Scrib-
" _ ... ..;<' ner 1 s, 1942. The life of an Inca Indian boy before the 
· .... coming of the Spanish conquerors.- The pictures show how 
the ancient Incas lived, built their houses,.and dressed. 
For good readers. 
Melbo, Irving, Robert and others, Young Neighbors in South 
America, New York: Silver Burdett, 1944. A collection 
of stories from all the South American republics. Es-
pecially good for reading to the class. 
r*Nei)lson, Frances FulleJ:>ton, Mocha. the Djuka, New York: E. P., 
\, ___ __,/ Dutton Co., 1943. The story of a Djuka Indian boy in 
the jungle of Dutch Guiana. For average readers. 
Parker, Bertha M., Animals We Know, Evanston, Illinois: Row, 
Peterson, 1948. One of the basic science education 
series. Includes the bat, anteater, and monkey. 
,\···· 
Peterson, Alice F., Jolita of the Jungle, Chicago: Beckley-
Cardy Co., 1929. Although this is the jungle of Central 
America, much of the material is also true for South 
America. Excellent detailed descriptions of birds, ani-
mals,_ an~ flowers. For average readers. 
,.-~- -, . 
( Po_llock, Katherine, Sandalio Goes to Town, New York: Scrib-
---- ner, 1942. Sandalio was a country boy of Chile. This 
i "' . ,,.i.s the story of how he and his pet cow and calf went to 
. . 
I 
e. 
.:·; .. ,the city of Valparaiso. Also tells of the work the gov-
ernment of Chile is doing with the country people. 
Powers, Leversia, and Genevieve Bowen, Living in Latin America, 
Chicago: Winston, 1952. Very good for developing habits 
>· of study and research. Excellent illustrations •.. 
·.·. · Qui-~n, Vernon, Picture Map Geography of South America, New 
· · York: Frederick Stokes Co., 1941. Black and white maps, 
fair. 
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RlJ..Ssell, David, and others, Trails to Treasure, Boston: Ginn, 
-· ·· 1949. Neighbors in the South; a section of Latin Ameri-
,- can stories and poems, pp. 344-399. 
/,./ ·, 
(__ __ Salmon, E. Dwight, and Evalyn. Bayle, Americans Together, St • 
.:--.. Louis: Webster Publishing Co., 1943. Emphasizes under-
standing of the people of Latin America, why their 
progress has been slower than ours, how we can work to-
gether. For best readers. 
Sanderson, Ivan T., John and Juan in the Jungle, New York: 
Dodd, Mead, 1953. An excellent illustrated book on but-
terflies, birds, and animals of tpe Ama~on jungle, in-
cluding the tapir, anteater, armadillo, sloth, and mon-
keys • 
. r---·-
(~~~~m, Elizabeth, Pedro Picks Coffee in Brazil, New York: 
Encyclopedia Britannica Press, 1947. Good pictures 
from film, Brazil. Easy text for slow readers. 
_,:.1'~"'--: ...... 
( St,een, Elizabeth, Red Jungle Boy, New York:- Harcourt Brace, 
'-.....,~ ...... --·/ 1937. The color pictures in this book have the true 
feel of the jungle. For good readers only. 
*Tee-Van, Helen Damrosch, Red Howling Monkey, New York: The 
Macmillan Cp., 1926. A story of children and their 
pets in the jungle-of British Guiana. Contains a great 
/' deal of good information. 
,1-' ····-
{ *T~mas, Margaret L., Paulo in the Chilean Desert, New York: 
-.. ... _,,/' Bobbs Merrill, 1934. Paulo leaves his home in the des-
ert and goes to seek his fortune in the cities. Good 
background reading for.best readers • 
Von Hagen, Christine, Chico of the Andes, New York: Nelson, 
1943. Life in the mountains and cities of Ecuador • 
.,.. ......... 
. /"'·"v~~'!Hagen, V. 'Wolfgang, Riches of South America, Boston: "---~--· .. -· D. c. Hea tb., 1941. Individual stories of South Ameri-
can products. 
~E-Wa~deck, JoBesse M., Exploring the Jungle, Boston: D. c. 
Heath, 1941. A good little book on life along the Ama-
zon for average readers. Contains a dictionary of 
ju~gle words, such as animals and products. One of the 
New World Neighbors Series. 
Weise, Kurt, The Parrot Dealer, New York: Coward McCann, 
1932. The adventures of a man who sells parrots in 
Brazil and goes from one part of the country to another, 
as. Baia, Sao Paulo, Rio de Janeiro, and even among the 
Indians of the Amazon. 
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/) ?JV~~'t, Wallace, Our Good Neighbors in Latin America, New York: 
~-- · Noble and Noble, 1942. A chapter on each South American 
/ country. Fairly hard reading. ·&-C:d?C:t r;-,; ...,., tVeu ,,,::.~,_t, ~!·u:_.{,,h, 
./" '1 ( p Yi.) t~.~J.~•-t. ~ t >! .... :, :-
~ill;amso~, T. R., Last of the Gauchos, Indianapolis: Bobbs-
"--~--' Merr~ll, 1937 • An e.xci ting story of the Argentine pampas. 
~Eo Boys and Girls Library, Newton 
#Good for slow readers 
MAGAZINE STORIES 
Amazon Abundance, American Junior Red Cross News, April, 
1943. (PictU.res of North and South American products.) 
Amazon Epie, Evelyn Strong 
Bitter Treasure, .Evelyn Strong 
Dark Rivers, Victor Wolfgang von Hagen, American Junior Red 
Cross News, April, 1945. 
Candido Portinari, Delia Goetz, American Junior Red Cross 
News, October, 1943. (Story of Brazil's famous artist.) 
Dove in the Valley, Idella Purnell, American Junior Red 
Cross News, April, 1949. (Peruvian folk tale.) 
Tin, Victor Wolfgang von Hagen, American Junior Red Cross 
News,- October, 1942. 
GEOGRAPHY BOOKS AND TEXTS 
Atwood, Thomas, The American Nations, Boston: Ginn, 1943. 
-------' The Americas, Boston: Ginn, 1942. 
Barrows, Harlan H., and others, The American Continents, 
New York: Silver-Burdett, 1946. 
Carls, Norman, and others, Neighbors in Latin America, Phila-
delphia: Winston, 1951. 
McConnell, w. R., Geography of American Peoples, Chicagp: 
Rand McNally, 1951 •. 
----~=' Living in Different Lands, New York: Rand McNally, 
1938. 
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Meyer, Jacob, and others, Our Southern Neighbors, New York: 
Follett, 1950. 
Smith and Sorensen, Neighbors in the Americas, Philadelphia: 
Winston, 1948. 
Stull, De Forest, and Roy Hatch, Journeys Through the Americas, 
Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1951. 
Wilson, Howard, and others, Ways of Living in Many Lands, New 
York: American Book Co., 1946. 
MUSIC BOOKS 
Arttdtage, Theresa, and others, Music Everywhere (6), Boston: 
c. c. Birchard, 1943. 
The Sai lor, 144 
A Picture in Memory, 148 
Song of the Amazon, 150 
From the White Earth, 152 
From Yon Mountain Verdant, 152 
Si, Senor, 153 (dance directions also) 
Palapala, 154 (dance directions also) 
L..~-Huyano, 156 (dance directions also) 
San.s~verino, 158 (dance directions also) 
_______ , Our Land of Song (5), Boston: c. c. Birchard, 1943. 
Si, Senor; 15 
Dance, Little Seraphina, 47 
When Bonita Dances, 78 
The' J"ota, 78 
Rosario, 79· 
The Meadow Brook, 150 
Margarida, 151 
Columbus·, 154 
Beattie, John M., and others, The American Singer (5), New 
York~ American Book Co., 1946. 
The Jarabe, 175-180 (song with ·dance in-
structions, illustrations) 
Burchenal, Elizabeth, Folk Dances from Old Homelands, New 
York: Schirmer, 1922. · Pp. 31.;.53. Music and directions 
are given for each dance. 
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Glenn, Mabelle, and others, Blending Voices (5), Boston: 
Ginn and Co., 1936. 
Pedro and Cita, 32 
The Serenade, 46 
Pepita, 108 
Tomorrow, 116 
The Tambourine, 141 
Gypsy Dancers, 156 
In the Blossoming May, 192 
_______ , Songs of Many Lands (4), Boston: Ginn and Co., 1936. 
Sung at Harvest Time (Inca melody), 42 
----~~' Tunes and Harmonies (6), New York: Ginn and Co., 
1936. 
Castles, 12 
The Spanish Maid, 92 
McConathy, Osbourne, and others, The Music Hour ( 4), New 
York: Silver, Burdett, 1929. 
Adios, Mama, 118 
---:--~·' New Music Horizons ( 4), New York: Silver, Burdett, 
1945. 
Singing, 47 
Little Girl, Where Are You Going? 117 
Bright Fire in Your Eyes, 156 
, New Music Horizons (5), New York: Silver, Burdett, 
---........ 1.... 946. 
The Lovely Chilean Maid, 68 
Pretty Pinchinita, 76 
The Chapel of St. John, 124 
A Thwarted Romance, 170 
Smith, Fowler, and others, Songs We Sing, Chicago:· Hall & 
McCreary Co., 1940. 
Estrellita, 21 
Juanita, 55 
The Latin-American Song Book, published in .cooperation with 
the music division of the Pan-American Union, Boston: 
Ginn, 1942. Authentic Latin-American songs; words in 
English and Spanish. 
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10. OTHER INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS--FILMS 
The following 16 mm. films are available for sale or 
rental: 
Americans All--25 min. black and white; narrated by Julien 
Bryan for the Office of Inter-American Affairs. History and 
geography of the countries south of the Rio Grande and the 
ways of life of the people. $31.57. 
Government Films Dept., United World Films, Inc., 
1445 Par~ Avenue, New York 29 1 New York. 
Good Neigbbors--11 min. sound, black and white, produced by 
Twentieth Century Fox. A travelogue of Lima, Peru, Rio de 
Janeiro, and Buenos Aires. Contrasting with the wealth o:f 
these beautiful cities are scenes of primitive harvesting 
and threshing in the pampas. Includes airplane views of the 
Andes and unique views of crater interiors. Lease--apply. 
Teaching Films Custodians Inc., 25 West Forty-third 
Street, New York 18, New York. 
Amazon--S min. silent, black and white. Shows the animal, 
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vegetable, and native life along the ~azon River and the ~-
products of Brazil including rubber, nuts, cacao, etc. $12.50. 
Filmsets Inc., 1956 North Seminary lAve., Chicago 14, 
Illinois. 
Brazil--13 min. sound, black and white. The picturesque 
spectacle of the Rio carnival and the physical grandeur of 
the country. Shows the tremendous advances made as a result 
of emergency wartime projects. $55. 
March of Time, Forum Films, 369 Lexington Avenue, 
New York 17, New York. 
Tropical Lowland--20 min. sound, black and white film showing 
native families in Brazil in their river front homes, engaged 
in primiti-ve farming and the gathering of forest products. 
$~00. . . 
Educational Film Dep~rtment, United World Films, 
Inc., 1445 Park Avenue, New York 29, New York. 
Argentine Argosy--9 min. sound, black and white, produced by 
Twentieth Century-Fox. A sweeping panorama of Argentina with 
glimpses of city life, the great cattle ranches and farms, 
the mountains and lakes in western Argentina. Lease--apply. 
Teaching Films Custodians, Inc., 25 West Forty-third 
Street, New York 18, New York. 
The following films are available through Boston Uni-
versity, rental charge $2.00 per day, $4.00 for a week. Ad-
dress: Boston University, School of Public Relations and 
Communications, Division of Motion Pictures, Photography and 
Visual Aids, 84 Exeter Street, Boston Mass. Telephone: COm-
monwealth 6-6230, Ext. 23. 
Sol45 Argentina (2 reels)--United World Films 
M42 Brazil (13 min.)--$3.50--March of Time 
So36 Brazil--Encyclopedia Britannica 
So37 Chile---Encyclopedia Britannica 
So97 Colombia and Venezuela--Encyclopedia Britannica 
M65 Americans All ($3.50)--March of Time 
The following films are available in the Newton School 
System. 
Ame.ricans All 
Argentina 
Brazil 
Chile 
Peru 
The following filmstrips are available in the Newton 
School System. 
Cortez 
Our South American 
The Land 
Agriculture 
Transportation 
Amazon Village 
Story of Rubber 
Learning About the 
Neighbors 
Lowland Indians 
Highland Indians 
Weaving in the Highlands 
The Old and New in South 
America 
United Nations 
The following filmstrips are available for sale 
through Eye Gate House, Inc .• , 330 West Forty-second Street, 
New York 18, New York. 
' The Land--the geography of South America and its influence on 
the lives of the people. Color. $2.95. 
Transportation--the wide range of methods used to transport 
goods and people in South America. Color. $3.95. 
Amazon Village--native life in the rubber country. Color. 
$3.95. 
---- t ·-_r_ 
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Story of Rubber--gathering latex and preparing rubber for 
market. Color. $3.95. . 
For the following ~ilmstrips, send to Stillfilm, Inc., 
171 South Los Rabies, Pasadena 5, California. 
Brazil--includes new maps, Amazon River, Rio de Janeiro, bam-
boo, nuts, rubber, and coffee industry. $2.00. 
Argentina--Andes, pampas, cattle, sheep, wheat, corn, flax, 
transportation. $2.00. 
Chile--Valparaiso, Santiago, glaciers, Indians, rainfall, 
nitrate, iodine, mining, exports and imports. $2200. 
Bolivia--natural resources, La Paz, Lake Titicaca, trading 
and mining. $2.00. 
Peru--ancient Indian ruins, customs, llamas, railroads, min-
- ing, farming. $2. 00. 
Colombia--Barranquilla, market place, Santa Marta, and homes 
of the people. $2.00. 
ECuador--Guayaquil, Guayas River, people, Panama hats, cocoa. 
. i2.00. . 
Venezuela--La Guaira, Caracas, public market, delivery meth-
ods, plaza, custom house and wharf. $2.00. 
Paraguay--Parana River, native homes, transportation, rich 
woods. $2.00. 
Uruguay--Fray Bentos, Montevidea, Indians, cowboys, meat, 
mutton, and wool. $2.00. 
The following Kodachrome slides may be rented, with 
script, for $1.00 a set. Address applications to Mrs. Warren 
Lothrop, Chairman of P. A. s. Exhibits, 18 Traill Street, 
Cambridge 38, Mass. 
Agriculture of South America 
Ancient Inca Culture of Peru 
B.razil. Builds 
Cartagena, Historic Fortress City of Colombia 
Housing in Latin America 
Indian Costumes of the Bolivian Highlands 
Indian Costumes of Latin America 
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Indian Life in the Highlands of South America 
Indian Life in the Lowlands of South America 
Native Life in an Amazon Village 
Native Markets in Latin Ameri~ 
Rubber in the Amazon Valley 
South America - The Land 
Transportation in Latin America 
Weaving in the South.American Highlands 
RECORDINGS AVAILABLE IN THE NEWTON SCHOOL SYSTEM 
Bolero--Ravel--Boston Symphony Orchestra. 
Bolero in D Major--Moszkowski--38. 
Brazil--Barrosa Russell, vol. 25B. 
Capriccio Espagnol--Rimsky-Korsakov, New York Philharmonic 
Orchestra. The finale is a fandango. 
Espana--Chabrier, LP, vol. 225. 
Fiesta in Chile, Bolivia, Peru--vol. 10. 
*Folk Music of Spain, including folk songs, miners' songs, 
jotas, fandangos, sardanas, vocal solos, choral. LP. 
Ethnic Folkways Library, EFL1411. 
Hasta Manana--Tintur:tn; vol. 38. 
~--Manuel de Falla, Jascha Heifetz, violin. 
La Paloma--Yradier, vol. 38. 
Latin American Folk Music--guitar. Decca Album No. 186. 
Latin American Folk Songs--Olga Coelho and guitar, RCA Victor 
AlbuttJ. S50. 
*Music of Peru--dances and melodies of the Aymara and Quechua 
Indians and the Mestizos of Peru, with flutes, harps, 
panpipes, guitars, violins, whistles, etc. m:thnic 
Folkways Library, Pl45, 12-inch, LP, 33 1/3 rpm, $5.95. 
*Music of the World's Peoples, Vol. II includes music from 
Chile, P505, 2 12-inch LP, 33 1/3, $11.90. Ethnic Folk-
ways Library. 
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Rhumbola and others--Abe Lyman. Latin American rhythms. 
Spanish Dance in G Minor--Moskowski. 
Toreador Song from Carmen--Lall[rence Tibbett. 
Viva America--Latin American music. 
*May be purchased from Ethnic Folkways Library, 117 West 
Forty-sixth Street, New York, New York. 
OTBER AVAILABLE MATERIALS 
~bits which may be borrowed from Mrs. Warren 
Lothrop, Chairman, Pan-American Society Exhibits, 18 Traill 
Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts (in Newton school system 
order through Mrs. Madeleine Arnold, Jackson Homestead, 527 
Washington Street, Newton 58--DEcatur 2-3920): 
Geography of South America 
Some Foods of Latin America 
Products 
Costume Dolls 
Musical Instruments 
Crafts 
Argentina 
Bolivia 
Brazil 
Chile 
Ecuador 
~- Peru 
FREE AND INEXPENSIVE MATERIALS 
Much helpful free material is available from the fol-
lowing sources. Sending for the material furnishes exeellent 
motivation for the writing of business letters, and the chil-
dren enjoy receiving and distributing the booklets addressed 
to them at school. 
1. National Rubber Bureau, 1631 K Street, N. w., Washington 
6, D. C .. 
How Natural Rubber Is Grown, a picture wall chart. 
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2. National Federation of Coffee Growers of Colombia, 120 
Wall Street, New York 5, New York. 
- (32-page illustrated booklet) 
3. Beech-Nut Packing Co., Canajoharie, New York. 
My Visit to a Coffee Plantation in Colombia 
The Story of Chewing Gum, ~ooklets. 
4. Brazil Nut Association, 100 Hudson Street, New York, N. Y. 
The Story of Brazil Nuts (15-page booklet on harvesting 
and marketing}. 
5. Brazilian Embassy, Washington, D. C. 
Brazi 1--1950 
Visit Brazil booklets 
_ 6. Federal Security Agency, Office of Education, Washing-
ton, D. c. 
World Understanding Begins with Children (booklet);. 
also booklets on education in several South American 
countries for 25t. 
7. Uncle Ray, Publishers Syndicate, 30 North LaSalle Street, 
Chicago, Illinois. 
Five South American Republics--individual leaflets for 
each pupil. 
8. Walter Baker Chocolate Co., Division General Foods Corp., 
Dorch~ster 24, Mass. 
Leaflet, The Romance of Chocolate, also an envelope 
containing caca~eans. 
9. The Columbian Rope Co., Auburn, New York. 
Booklets, charts, and sample of rope. 
10. B. F. Goodrich co., Akron, Ohio. 
Wonder Book of Rubber, class booklets and a teacher's 
manual. 
11. Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron 17, Ohio. 
Rubber, excellent individual booklets for each pupil. 
Teacher's manual included. Also samples of various 
types of rubber. 
12. New England Dairy & Food Council, 687 Boylston Street, 
Boston 16, Mass. 
Hello, South America--free booklet of South American 
stories. 
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13. Hershey Chocolate Corp.~ Hershey~ Pennsylvania. 
The Stor of Chocolate and Cocoa (free booklets for 
each pupil • Chart on processing chocolate--one to 
a classroom. 
14. Pan-American Coffee Bpreau, 120 Wall Street, New York 
5, New York. 
Coffee the Story of a Good Neighbor Product--individual 
booklets for each child. 
A Two-Way Street Between the Americas--booklet. 
15. The National CiV,r Bank of New York~ 55 Wall Street, New 
York 15, New York. 
(Beautiful large colored paintings and maps of South 
America.) 
16. United Fruit Co., Educational Service Dept., Pi~ 3, 
North River, New York 6, New York. 
Booklets: Answers to Questions about Bananas 
Something about Bananas 
Bananaland Wall Chart (also student lesson sheets) 
17. The Ohio Leather Co., 1052 North State Street, Gerard, 
Ohio. 
The Story of Leather--booklet. 
18. Nestle's Chocolate Go., Inc., 60 Hudson Street, New 
York 13, New York. 
Cocoa Exhibit Box (sample packages of cacao beans, 
cacao nibs, chocolate liquor, cocoa butter~ cocoa pow-
der, and semi-sweet chocolate. Teacher must write for 
this personally). 
19. Botany Mills, Inc., Passaic, New Jersey. 
A Wool Primer--booklet on processing wool. 
20. National Soap Sculpture Committee, 160 Fifth Avenue, 
New York 10, New York. 
Soap Carving in the CJa. ssroom (.32-page illustrated 
booklet). 
21. The Pan•American Union publishesrularge number of pam-
phlets on South American countries, products, transportation, 
music, ·etc. They range in price from five to twenty-five 
cents. Write for a complete list to 
Organization of American States, Pan American Union, 
Washington 6, D. c. 
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C. CANADA, OUR NORTHERN NEIGHBOR 
/ 
1. OVERVIEW / 
Canada has been our friendly neighbor on the north 
for nearly two hundred years. Her people, largely of French 
and British backgrounds, closely resemble us in language, 
dress, and ways of living·. One third of ,canada has great 
wealth of furs, timber, and minerals awaiting transportation 
and machinery to take them out. During the past ~~~ 
tury Canada has made great strides in developing her resources 
and expanding her industries. She is becoming increasingly 
important in world trade and holds a strategic position with 
respect to the new northern air routes between Asia, North · 
America, and Europe. Today more than ever we need to pro-
mote mutual respect and understanding and to maintain the 
friendly relations which can unite two powerful nations as a 
bulwark of freedom in an unsettled world. 
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1., OVERVIE~l 
Canada has been our friendly neighbor on 
the north for nearly two hundred years. Her people 
are largely of French and British backgrounds, closely 
resemble us in language, dress, and v-rays of living. 
One third of Canada has great wealth of furs, timber, 
and minerals awaiting transportation and machinery to 
take them out~ During the past thirty years, Canada has 
made great strides in developing her resources and ex-
panding her industries. She is becoming increasingly 
important in world trade and ~olds a strategic position 
with respect to the new northern air routes between 
Asia, North America, and Europe. Today more than ever 
we need to promote mutual relations which can unite 
two powerful nations as a bulwark of freedom in 
an unsettle4 world., 
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2. UNDERST~ 
1.. Canada is. the third largest area in the world, 
yet two thirds of the land area is undeveloped and much 
of it is Unfit for settlement. 
2. Canada is a sel:f"-gove,rning dominion of the British 
Commonwealtho:f" Nations. Its provinces, which govern 
themselves, are joined under a central government 
headed by the :Prime Minister. 
3,. Since becoming sel:f"=governing, Canada has been -
rapidly developing her natural resources, yet vast 
stores of raw materials remain untouched. Canada 
also has the worlds largest supply of uranium. 
4. In peacetime as in. war her enlarged iood production 
places Canada in an important ~ol!tion in world markets. 
5. The friendly relations betl-reen the United States 
and Canada are without precedent in. history. Nowhere 
else in the w·orld are there 11 :rour hundred miles of 
bound.a.ry without a single fortress." 
6. The people of Canada, thou~of many varied \: 
backgrounds and religious beliefs, have united to make 
Canada the fastest growing nation in the world today. 
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2. UNDERSTANDINGS 
1. Canada is .the third largest· country in the world, 
yet 'two thirds of the land area is undeveloped and much of 
it is unfit for settlement. 
2. Canada is a self-governing dominion of the British 
Commonwealth of Nations. Its provinces, which govern them-
selves, are joined under a central government headed by the 
Prime Minister. 
3. Since becoming self~governing, Canada has been 
rapidly developing her natural resources, yet vast stores of 
raw materials remain untouched. ~~ ~~~
4.. In peacetime as in war her enlarged food produc-
tion places, Canada iii an important position in world markets. 
5. The friendly relations between the United States 
and.Canada are without precedent in history. Nowhere else 
i.n the world are there "four thousand miles of boundary with-
out a single fortress•" 
6. The people of Canada, though of many varied back-
grounds and religious beliefs, have united to make Canada 
the fastest growing nation in the world today •. 
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ATTITUDES AND APPREOIATIOkS 
1. An attitude of respect for the abilities and opin-
ions of other people. 
2. An attitude of cooperation and sharing with fellow-
workers. 
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3. An attitude of· open-mindedness toward the religions~ t. 
customs, and races of other nations. 
4. An attitude of responsibility fo.r one's own work 
and that of the group. 
5. An attitude of consideration for the feelings and 
rights of other people. 
6. An appreciation for the interdependence of nations. 
7. An appreciation for the problems of the Canadian 
people and the zeal with which they are developing their na-
tion. 
---
8. An appreei.a:U.Qp. for the ~:r..ts. and- crafts . of the 
Canadian people--their wooa: -cr-a.I'vl.ng,_J~.etal work, weaving~ 
and rug ma~__ing.-· .. -----·-
9. An appreciation for the friendship which has 
existed between our nation and Canada for so many years, of 
special significance in today's~world •. 
10. An appreciation for the privileges and freedoms 
which we enjoy in our own country. 
- .. --. ~ 
·' 
4. SKILLS AND HABITS 
1. Making notes on material read. 
2. Being able to separate important facts from in-
significant detai 1~.. · 
3. Writing a simpl,e summary. 
4. Skimming for pertinent facts. 
5. Organizing facts from many sources into an inte-
grated whole. 
. 
6. Learning to pronounce and use th~ new words en-
countered in the unit. Others may be added to the follow~ng 
list. 
maritime 
prairie 
province 
territory 
tundra 
voyageur 
coureur de bois 
rival 
charter 
pitchblende 
wilderness 
lynx 
interior 
convoy 
portage 
tomahawk 
channel 
wolverine 
mink 
fox farming 
habitant 
prime minister 
gov:ernor general 
dominion 
parliament · 
shrine 
bilingual 
Jacques Cartier 
Henry Hudson 
Samuel de Champlain 
General Wolfe 
General Montcalm 
John Cabot 
Sir Humphrey Gilbert 
Louis Saint Laurent 
Hudson's Bay Co. 
Dutch East India Co. 
French & Indian War 
Treaty of Utrecht 
Northwest Passage 
Quebec 
Montreal 
Saskatchewan 
Mackenzie 
Acadia 
Evangeline 
Iroquois 
..Algonquins 
Hurons 
Jesuits 
Franciscans 
Saguenay 
Gaspe Peninsula 
7. Understanding simple time and place relationships. 
8. Using an atlas, encyclopedia, and reference books 
to find information on a particular topic. 
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9. Learning to_pick--o,li=pertr-nen.t facts from fiction, 
as rt~~-t.i te _Suza-mn:r;·tr~-1'Pierre Pidgeon." -- -------
10. Following directions. 
11. Working well in a group. 
12. Working well alone. 
13. Usi:QE_ GO:p.te.xt clues to get at the meaning of new 
__ ..-- ... ---·-. - .. ··-
words. 
14. Making and reading maps. 
15. Critical thinking in both reading and listening. 
16. Using the.dictionary for spelling, pronunciation, 
and meaning .• 
17. Di~covering and interpreting facts from charts, 
graphs, and picture-s. / 
18. Developing poise before an audience. 
19. Speaking clearly and ·in an interesting manner. 
20. Singing together in tune. 
21. Making and using simple graphs, charts, time 
lines. 
22. Writing cre~~l've liOem.~r~--:· .. j;)iays2 and stories, both independently ~gd~a-:ra--group. - -------- _. 
23. Using the~ind~.x, t~ble of contents, chapter and 
paragraph headings in textbooks to locate information quickly. 
24. Interpretin~ and enjoying music. 
25. Recognizing facts in other situations which apply 
to the unit. 
26. Knowing which sources to use to locate specific 
information. 
27. Developing a sense-· o-f- rhythm ~n dancing. 
28. tdscovering tasks to be done. 
29. Choosing leaders wisely. 
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30. Thinking a problem through for oneself without 
depending upon others. 
31. Accepting the decision of the majority grace-
fully. 
32. Learning new crafts, such as wood carving, weav-
ing, stenciling, metal working. 
33 •. Exercising safety in the use of hot plates, ham-
mers, saws, knives, and other sharp or pointed tools. 
· 34. Wri ;h;ing business letters, thank-you notes, invi-
tations. 
35. Spelling new words by soun~. 
36. Measuring accurately for charts, graphs, murals, 
woodworking. 
37. Reconciling conflicting statements in books or 
newspapers. 
38. Being thorough and neat in all written work, 
maps, and activities. 
39. Using pleasing colors and correct perspective in 
art work. 
40. Presenting materials in a variety of ways. 
41. Planning with teacher or group. 
42. Using and caring for materials wisely. 
43. Evaluating one's own work and that of others. 
44. Exercising good judgment in choice of activities, 
use of time, etc. · 
45. Giving a:niaccepting coht;3tructive criticism. 
46. Carrying out plans to completion. 
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5. APPROACHES 
1. Read "The Story of the Totem Pole" by Ruth Brindze 
or "Silver Chief, Dog of the North" by .Tack 0 1brien to arouse 
interest in Canada. 
2. 
munity who 
questions, 
- ~~-- ------~----- ·-- .. ;;_~ 
Aslt ~,... Dor.o:-th~ StewaP-~ a parent in the com-
has been to Canada to talk to the class, answer 
show pictures, etc. 
3. See and discuss one of the excellent Canadian 
movies (Bibliography). 
4. ~~~pJ:=-;r:an-·em;tbj.j~_ qJ>t.ained ·ft>om- th~-C~ildren 's 
Museum in Jamaica Pla..in. · · -- ------
/-· --- -- .... 
5. View filmstrips on Canada. Ask questions; look 
up answers. 
6~ Make a display of Canadian pictures and articles 
brought from Canada, travel folders, and booklets. 
~~.Read and discuss a current news item on Canada, 
as a n~w ~minera-l· deposit, the-B:o&W Canadian pipe line, etc. 
(from Time, Newsweek, or daily paper). 
8. Read to the class the story of the Siege of 
Quebec, the struggles and hardships of the early explorers, 
fur traders, and missionaries, or parts from Longfellow's 
"Evangeline. " . 
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·6. ACTIVITIES 
1. Decide what we want to know about Canada, how and 
where we wi 11 find information. 
2. Write business letters to send for free materials 
on Canada (sources in bibliography). 
---~ . -----·- --
3. Write an inVi-ta.t~on :to-~-;··stewart (100 Washing-
ton Park, Newtonville __ 6Q)_.to->coome-a-nd". sl'l():v! her colored slides. 
~=-·-·-"" _____ , 
4. Look at and discuss Canadian exhibits, maps, bulle-
tin board displays. ~ 
~-----
--. 
5. Send for and-~--~]1::up-'""Sxb,~p;tt from the Children's Mu-
seum. A group could study the exhibit and e~plain it to the 
class. 
6. Go to the school and Boys' and Girls' libraries to 
locate information on Canada. 
7. Choose group leaders; set up standards for group 
work. 
8. Watch and discuss movies on Canada (listed in bib-
liography) • .,......-
of the 
Wars. \ 
·~ .... -.::::_...._._ 
9. M-B.:k·e·-:c+_~ry or soap sculpture of .... eazrac1ian animals. 
Lawson, Wild:-Ap.imals __ ,,./ 
Bealby, Canada and. Newfoundl~rid, Ch. 13, 14, 15 
Parker, Animals We Know~l6, 17 
Encyclopedias ,/ __ ... -- <:-: _ 
Soap carving_ booklet listed--in- bibliography 
~_.....,..,.~ -·-. .,_ ... _ 
---10. Read and report on the early explorers, the work 
priests among the Indians, and the French and Indian 
Bonner, Canada and Her Story 
Freeland, America's Building, 29-38 
Lansing, Makers of the Americas,. 56-59, 323-327 
Cox, Voyages in History, 142-175 
Brown, The Story of Canada, 2-73 
... --··-· 11. Make pictures to ill-q__~tPat·Ef~-these reports .. 
Jeffreys, The Picture Gallery of Canadian History 
Bonner, Made in Canada, 23-?7 
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12.- Make to-tem poles of paper ma,_che;· construction 
or wood. - ·--.. . .. -/ .-~ · 
Brindge, Story of the' Toteril Pole 
Jeffreys, The Picture Gallery of Canadian History, 
P• 54 _.. . -, ___ . 
Totem Pole.-Buiiders, National Geographic, January, 
-~945 --
13. Paint a mural of an Eskimo village. ""'" 
Brown, The Story of Canada, pp. 38-42 
Quinn, Picture Map Geography of Canada and Alaska 
Jeffreys, Picture Gallery of Canadian HistoP1, 
~l?P• 63-71 
,.// 
___ .,.....__.. 
14. :Make small hooked yarn picture·s- like those made 
by Canadian children. (Ask_sqme woman in the community who 
does hooked rugs to show the children how it is done.) 
Booklets, Canadian Handicrafts 
The Art and History of'--R~oked Rugs 
15. Make paper mache. ~asks-~ of British Columbian, 
Noatha, and Vancouver Island·Indians~ 
Bonner~ .Made in Canada, p.· 26 
.~-- -- -~---~:...:..--
16. Plan·-a··drli!-matiza tion of __ a -Gana'dian trading 
barter, discussion of hom~/J..i;_~e;·news of the day, etc. 
Remington, Our Eriend and-·---N:eighbor, Canada 
Brown, The .. Stbry of Canada, pp;o- .. lB§-195 
-· - ~ 
post--
17. Mak~·-a:rticles to be b~pte~ed -~t the trading post 
--bead jewelry, potte~y, spe,a:rs:,· arrows, nets. 
Jeffreys, Pict~e Gallerv:rof- .. Qanadian His top-y' 
Bonner, Made ih Canada · ·--
... · 
18. Make dioramas_ depicting"~scenes in the life of 
various Indian tribes--Huron-, ·;AJ:g6nquin, Iroquois, west 
coast Indians. . . ·· -----~------
.Jeffreys, Picture.~Galle of Canadian istor 
Brown, The.A~·to:cy of Canada, pp 22-37 
~/ 
1 ,:-:, ,!;_ 19. Rave a display of Indian articles. Another 
'vclass might'be invited to see them and each child should ex-
plain ~he use of the article he made. Suggested articles: 
bows and arrows, log and bark canoes, Indian travois, dugout 
canoe, snowshoes, one-piece moccasins, headdresses, masks, 
totem poles, decorated tepee, long house,.woven mats and bas-
kets, birch bark dishes, pottery, peace pipe, drum, rattle, 
hatchet, hunting club, etc. Pictures and descriptions of all 
thes·e articles may be found in 
Jeffreys, Picture Gallery of Canadian History 
Bonner, Made in Canada 
Indian 
\ t... ; \,J ,)"~ 
,...--
\)~~ 
/10 )_I) 
(!-' ) 
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20. Make a map showing the location of the various 
tribes. 
Jeffreys, Picture Gallery of Canadian History, PP• 5, 6 
Brown, The Story of Canada, p. 34 
21. Make a map of the routes of the early explorers of 
Canada. 
Jeffreys, pp. 79, 96, 162 
\<..:J·:~~ Brown, The Story of Canada, pp. 14, 52 
_ _, Chafe, Canada--A Nation, pp. 3, 41 
22. Imagine you were a Jesui t_...mbfsionary. Write a 
story of your experiences ·amon~ndians. 
Cox, Voyages in His~~ _ 
Brown, The S_tor:y>-ol' Canada, pp. 56~68 
r:. 
23. Read. about the expulsion of the French from 
Acadia. Teacher should read_ portions of Longfellow's "Evan-
geline" to the class. . . · '-. __ 
Brown, The Story of Canada, pp,69-74 
Earle, The Land of Evangeline 
24. Make an illustrated dictionary of French words. 
Use them in ordinary conversation, as· oui for yes, etc., for 
the pupils' enjoyment. 
\)~f. French words--Hogeboom, Treasure in Gaspesy 
--Be~ ~1-,-...B.&tite--~~ 
·~ .. ~-·~. 
25. Write to -children in Canada. Obtain names from 
International Friendship League, Inc., 40 Mt. Vernon Street, 
Bos ton 8, Mass. · 
26. Become familiar 11Jith-L_ongfellow's "Hiawatha." 
Choose favorite sections·for choral reading. 
27. Make tab1em-1~, bur~~u-s·carfs, nap\tins sten-
ciled with Indian designs. -:-:_::.:,<· · 
Jeffreys, Picture· Gai-lerp-f'-_Canadian History 
Bonner, Made in Canada ·-·-·· 
\) ~ f 28. Listen to Canadian music. Learn to sing some 
Canadian songs, as "O Canada," "The Maple Leaf Forever" 
{-Btb·l-i-egpapby--mua-ia-books 1 • 
~Sf 29. Make travel posters illustrating the many scenic 
attractions of Canada. 
Booklets--free materials 
. I' 
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30. Pretend you are a Canadian Mountie. Tell about 
your training and some of the hardships and adventures you 
have experienced. 
Clifford, Canada, My Neighbor, pp. 237-244 
Bealby, Canada and Newfoundland, Chapter 6 
Brown, The Story of Canada, pp. 315-321 
O'Brien, Silver Chief, Dog of the North 
Tausey, The Northwest Mounted Police 
31. Make a time line of important events in Canada's -
history. 
Fact sheets furnished free by the Canadian Consul 
General (bibliography) 
Carpenter, Canada and Her Northern Neighbors, pp. 109-
111 
32. Make a sand table model of early Quebec. 
Jeffreys, Picture Gallery of Canadian History, 
PP• 89, 98 
33. Make a large product map of Canada. 
Atwood-Thomas, The Americas, p. 220 
Fact Sheet No. ~ 
34. Make a map showing transportation in Canada. 
Booklet, Canada from Sea to Sea 
Fact Sheet No. 9 (bibliography) 
35. Make bar or line graphs to show such comparisons 
as how Canada ranks in production of such products as pulp-
wood, furs, uranium, nickel; the number_of people of each 
nationality in Canada, etc. 
~S~ Carpenter, Canada and Her Northern Neighbors, 
PP• 420.;.429 
36. Plan an imaginary trip to the paDt of Canada you 
would most like to visit. Find out what you must do to enter 
the country, what articles you may take with you. Plan your 
means of transportation, the cost, the time, where you will 
stay, and what you will do while there. 
Use the many travel folders available free--see 
bibliography. 
37. Make a scrap- book of your study of Canada, in-
cluding reports, graphs,. maps, pictures. 
' ,, 
38. Collect an exhibit of products whieh·come 
Canada. Arrange and label neatly and be able to tell 
significant each one is to Canada's trade relations. 
raphy books.) 
from 
how 
( Geog-
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~ {~· 39. Make a Canadian flag. Tell its story,.-
\) '""" -Deaf-let;·· .. The Canadi--an-Red--En:s!gn-(-b-1-b-1-i-cg..paphy?~ 
/] 
40 •. Watch newspapers and magazines for news items on 
Canada. Tell.about them in news period, then paste in note-
book. -
c...._ X.: Newsweek · 
\j J "' Time Magazine 
41. Read some Canadian poetr.y. Try ·writing a poem 
about Canada. 
Garvin, Canadian Poets and Poetry 
42,. Make an air map of the northern hemisphere,. show-
ing the strategic position of Canada in relation to modern 
air routes. 
Carpenter, Canada and Her Northern Neighbors, pp. 
416, 417 
Booklet, Canada from Sea to Sea, p. 67 
43. Make a set of opaque projector slides on salmon--
their life cycle, leaping the falls, how they are caught. 
Give a talk befo~e the class. (Geography books, encyclope-
dias~) 
44. Make a Canadian coin and st~p collection for 
e.xhibi t. 
45. Plan a dramatization based on some of the French/ 
customs in Canada. 
Kingman, Pierre Pidgeon 
De Ange~i, Petite Suzanne 
Harris, Let's Read About Canada, Chapter 6 
' Bioe,.Aoross Canada, PP• 12-27 
/ 
'0Sb 46. Make a booklet on Canadian sports. Illustrate 
with water color paintings. Follow through newspapers their 
hookey and bobsled te~s, skaters, and skiers. 
Bealby, Canada and Newfoundland, Chapters 4, 13, 1~ 
Harris, Let 1s Read About. Canada,. Chapter 20 
. 81. 
47. Read about the fishing industry of the maritime 
provinces. Tell the class about the kinds of boats and fish- ..../"' 
ing equipment used, how and where the fish are marketed. 
rFact Sheet No. 20 
Harris, Let's Read About Canada, Chapter 15 
Jeffreys, Picture Gallery of Canadian History, 
pp. 100, 101 
Bealby, Canada and Newfoundland, Chapter 3 
Brown, The Story of Canada, pp. 395-400 
48. Compare the schools in Canada with those you 
know. Find out about the "schools on wheels." 
Harris, Let's Read About Canada, Ch. 103 
Chafe, Canada--A Nation, pp. 210-212, 331-333 
Canada's Amazing School on Wheels, Coronet, Septem-
ber, 1948. 
At School in the Arctic, American Junior Red Cross 
News, February, 1947 
49. Learn about the fur trading of the Hudson's Bay 
Co. and how it is carried on today. Bring in as many samples 
of furs as possible. 
,. Brown, The Story of' Canada, pp. 401-406 
~ Harris, Let's Read About Canada, Ch. 14 
Chafe, Canada--A Nation, pp. 153-160 
50. Find out how Canada is gpverned. Compare with-
that of the United States. 
Brown, The Story of Canada, pp. 258-267 
Harris, Let's Read About Canada, Ch. 2 
Chafe, Canada--A Nation, pp. 233-235, 253, 314-318 
Booklet, Canada from Sea to Sea, pp. 24, 25 
Booklet, Know Your Government 
51. Make a trip to the Agassiz Museum, Harvard Uni-
versity, to see their new North American exhibit. 
52. Make a mural to show the industries of Canada. 
Geography books 
53. Play games such as Travel Bureau or Information 
Please to review the important facts about Canada. 
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7. EVALUATION TECHNIQUES 
r- i 
1 • 
dioramas. 
/ Culminating' activities--play, mural, exhibit, 
~------··-----·0 
2. Teacher observation and judgment throughout the 
unit. 
3. Reports by groups--evaluate with class. 
4. Interviews or informal talks with parents. 
5.. . Anecdotal records kept in children's folders. 
---- ----- --- -· ' 6. Iowa -ffEfst--.oi' work-Jltudysk:ills used as a measure 
of ·progress made s!_gg__el;he-preu-ed-ing~ru!!"!_ __ _ 
~·- . 
7. Set up with the class criteria for good group 
work. Check the list with them frequently; also train group 
leaders to do this. 
-·~-·---
8. Play review- games such as TraveX----Bureau and In-
forma tton Please. These 'giv~~ the children practice in for-
mulating worthwhile ques tiona 'and --also indicate to some de-
gree how well they have assimilated the. __ subject matter and 
skills of the unit. ----
9. Each.member of the class keep a progress sheet 
listing the items he feels he needs to improve most, such as 
speaking slowly and clearly, neatness, .finishing work on 
time. Talk over individually .from time to time. 
10. Teacher-made tests and questionnaires; sample 
questions: 
1. Why is it important .for us to understand 
Canadians and maintain .friendly relations with them? 
2.;· )o you think the Northwest Territories will 
ever be thickly populated? Give a reason .for your answer. 
3. Why is Canada the .fastest growing nation in 
the world today? 
1. Suppose that you could live in any part o.f 
Canada you chose. Where would you live? What would you do 
for a living? 
2. What do you consider the three most impor-
tant things you learned .from our study o.f Canada? 
/ 
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Canada, the Businessman1 s Country, six articles on Canada, 
~ortune, August, 1952. 
Canada's Amazing School-on-Wheels, Jack Mosher, Coronet, 
September, 1948. · 
EXploring Ottawa, Bruc.e Hutchinson, National Geographic, 
November, 1947 •. 
Indians of Our North Pacific Coast, Matthew Stirling, Na-
tt onal_ Geographic, January, 1945. 
Totem~Pole Builders, w. Langdon Kihn, including sixteen 
color paintings, National Geographic, January, 1945. 
The Treasure of Great Bear Lake, Francis and Katharine Drake, 
American Mercury, September, 1949. 
Uranium Rush, Parade, March 27, 1949. 
What Americans Ought to Know about Canada, Bruce Hutchinson, 
American Mercury, June, 1948 • 
. What Goes On Here, Payson s. Weld, Jr., Womm. 's Day, Novem-
ber, 1948. 
What's Going On in Canada? Darrell Berrigan, Saturday Evening 
Post, March 14, 21, a8, 1953 • 
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9. PUPILS' BIBLIOGRAPHY 
Attchison, Alison, and Marguerite U:ttley, Across Seven Seas 
to Seven Continents, New York: Bobbs Merrill, 1925. 
Old, but still good for history. 
~E-Bealby, J'. T., and Ford Fairford, Canada and Newfoundland, 
New York: Macmillan, 1921. A good book for best read-
ers. Illustrated with charcoal drawings. 
Bice, Clare, Across Canada, New York: Macmillan, 1949. This 
is a good collection of stories about children living 
in the various sections of Canada--Maritimes, French 
Canada, the prairies, the mountains. Average to good 
readers. 
~Eo , J'ory's Cove, New York: Macmillan, 1941. A story 
of Nova Scotia for average to good readers. 
*Bonner, ~Iary Graham, Canada and her Story, New York:: Alfred ' 
A. Knopf, 1943. · A his tory of Canada for good readers. 
Illustrated with beautiful sepia photographs. Contains 
a valuable chronological table in the back. 
~Eo , Made in Canada, New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1943. 
An excellent book on Canadian handicrafts illustrated 
with sepia photographs. 
Boswell, Hazel, French Canada, New York: Viking Press, 1951. 
Fact and legend of old and new Quebec. Beautiful and 
unusual illustrations,. 
Brandeis, Madeline, Little Anne of Canada, New York: Gros-
set and Dunlap, 1931. An old book, still much enjoyed 
by children. Provides excellent background reading. 
Illustrated with photographs by the au thor. 
Brill, Ethel, Madeleine Takes Command, New York: Whittlesey 
House, 1943. An interesting story of a little French 
girl in old Quebec. 
*Brown, George w., and others, The Story of Canada, New York: 
D. c. Heath Co., 1949. A most detailed history of Can-
ada, treating the French and British sections separately • 
The last section brings us up to date. 
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Brind~e, Ruth, The Story of the Totem Pole, New York: Van- / 
guard Press, 1951. An exciting tale of Indians with-
out a written language who carved their history, leg-
ends, and remarkable adventures on the giant red cedars~ 
Canada, the official handbook of present conditions and re-
cent progress. Published each year by authority of 
Hon. Jrumes A. MacKinnon, M. P., Minister of Trade and 
Commerce, prepared by Dominion Bureau of Statistics, 
Ottawa, Canada. 
~t-Carlson, Natalie Savage, The Talking Cat, New York: Harper, 
1952. Seven stories of French Canada retold from a 
coureur-de-bois, uncle of the author. Illustrated in 
black and white by Roger Duvoisin. ~Average readers. 
Carpenter, Frances, Canada and her Northern Neighbors, New 
York: American Book Co., 1946. Excellent source book 
on Canada for good readers. 
Chafe, J. w., and A. Lower, Canada--A Nation, New York: 
Longmans, Green & Co., 1948. Excellent source material 
for best readers; from· exploration through World War II. 
Many good maps. 
~l-Chalmers, Audrey, Loll:y:, New York: Oxford, 1938. The life 
of a little Canadian boy, for slow or average readers. 
#Chanco, L. M., Little Folks of Many Lands, Boston: Ginn, 
1904. Old, but still good reading for slow·readers. 
Vocabulary leve - 3, interest level - 4-5. 
Clifford, Harold B., Canada, My Neigb.bor, Boston: Scribner:1!s, 
1944. The high points of Canada's history written for 
fifth and sixth graders. Includes chapters on fox 
farms, Hudson Bay Co., the Royal Mounted Police. 
~£-Comfort, Mildred H., Peter and Nancy in Mexico, Central Amer-
ica, West Indies, and Canada,· Chicago: Beckley-Cardy 
' Co., 1938. Peter and Nancy take a realistic plane trip 
across Canada. Illustrated by photographs. Average 
readers. 
Cox, Joseph G., and others~ Voyages in History, Chicago:· 1 
Loyola University Press, 1948. Contains three chapters 
on the French in Canada written in clear, well-organized 
paragraphs. Includes work of the Jesuits and Francis-
cans. Average readers. 
• 
-·· 
... 
~~Dalgleish, Alice, The Blue Teapot, New York: Macmillan, 
1934. ~Five stories about Sandy Cove, a little village 
on the Bay of Fundy. Black-and-white illustrations by 
Hildegard Woodward • 
#* , Relief's Rocker, New York: Macmillan, 1932. The 
life of a little Canadian girl who lived on the Bay of 
Fundy. 
I* , Roundabout, New York: Macmillan, 1934. More charm-
, ing stories of Sandy Cove on the Bay of Fundy. 
vt;e. Angeli, Marguerite, Petite Suzanne, Garden City, New . 
York: Doubleday & Co., 1937. Suzanne is a little French 
girl who lives in Quebec. The book takes her through 
the seasons. A good reader will learn much as well as 
enjoying a good story. 
~~Denison, Muriel, Susannah of the Yukon, New York: Dodd Mead, 
1937. A girl accompanies her father on the Yukon gold 
rush. An exciting story for good readers. 
*Dickson, Helen, Up Canada Way, Boston: D. C. ,Heath, 1942. 
Stories of western Canada. One of the New World Neigh-
bors series. Average readers. 
Donaldson, Lois, Newfoundland. in Story and Pictures, Chicago: 
Albert Whitman, 1944. One ofc- the pictured geography 
series, a concise summary of the high points. Average 
readers. 
*Doone, Radko, Nuvat the Brave, Philadelphia: McCrae-Smith, 
Co., 1934. An Eskimo adventure story for average to 
good readers. 
Earle, Jay, The Land of Evangeline, Boston: D. c. Heath, > 
1924. The history of N~a Scotia, in narrative form. 
Contains Longfellow's well-known poem. 
*Elms, F. Ra-ymond, Rivera of the World, Chicago: Albert Whit-
man, 1940. A collection of stories of the great rivers 
of each continent, including the st. Lawrence and the 
Hudson. Average readers. 
Freeland, George Earl, and others, &nerica's Building, New 
York: Scribner's, 1937. A pictured historybo0k which 
includes some of the French explorers of Canada. 
~E-Harris, Leila, and Kilroy, Let's Read About Canada, Grand 
Rapids, MiChigan: Fideler, 1949. Very find photographs 
and good information of average difficulty. Covers all 
the provinces. 
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*Henry, Marguerite, Canada in Story and Pictures, Chicago: 
Whitman, 1941. One of the pictured geography series il-
lustrated by Kurt Weise. Interesting text; average 
readers • 
*Hogeboom, Amy, Treasure in Gaspesy, New York: Dutton, 1939. 
The life and adventures of a nine-year-old boy who lives 
on the Gaspey Peninsula. 
~e-Hollins, Holling Clancy, Paddle-to-the-Sea, Boston: Houghton 
Mifflin, 1941. The journey of a carved wooden Indian 
in his canoe down the Great Lakes to the Gulf of St. 
Lawrence. Beautiful colored illustrations by the author 
add much to the book. The reader will learn much about 
the sights and industries along these waterways. 
~ 
~t-Hooke, Hilda Mary, Legends of Canada, New York: Oxford Uni-
versity Press, 1947. Legends of Canada gathered from 
authentic sources. Illustrated in black and white by 
Clare Bice. For best readers. Also a good book for 
the teacher to read to the class. 
Jeffreys, c. w., The Picture Gallery of Canadian History, 
vol. 1, Discovery to 1763, To:bonto: Ryerson Press, 
1942. Pen and ink drawings of Indian articles, early 
houses, explorers, historical scenes, with detailed ex-
planations. Most helpful in planning murals and hand-
work. 
Johnson, Eleanor, and "My Weekly Reader" editors, North 
American and Island Neighbors, New York: Charles E. 
Merrill, 1948. A geography reader, containing a sec~ 
tion on Canada. Average to good readers • 
. 
#~t-Kingman, Lee, PieiTe Pidgeon, Boston: Houghton 
1943. Little Pierre lives on the Gaspe. 
illustrations by Arnold Edwin Bare add to 
the story. Easy reading. 
Mifflin, 
Three color 
the charm of 
Knott, Leonard, The Children's Book of the Saguenay, Montreal, 
Canada: Editorial Associates Limited, 1943. 
Lansing, Marion, Makers of the Americas, Boston: D. C. Heath, 
1947. An up-to-date, readable history, including 
stories of Canada • 
Lawson, James Gilchrist, Wild Animals, Chicago: Rand McNally, 
1935. An excellent little source book of information 
on animals all over the wor~d. Illustrated with black-
and-white photographs. For good readers. 
. 89 
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~r-McMurray, De Von, A Hoosier Schoolboy on Hudson Bay, Boston: 
Little, Brown & Co., 1936. A boy from Indiana takes a 
trip with his father to the Hudson Bay region. An in-
teresting boy's account of what he saw and heard. Av-
erage readers. 
*Merrill, Marion, Syd of Tar-Paper Shack, Chicagol Wilcox and 
Follett, 1947. A story of homesteaders in Ontario, of 
family life and trials in a rough land. For good read-
ers. 
O'Brien, Jack, Silver Chief, Dog of the North, Philadelphia: V Winston, 1933. A fine account of a .ttmountie" and his 
dog. A good book to read to the .class. 
* , Silver Chief to the Rescue, Eau Claire, Wisconsin: 
E. M. Hale & Co., 1937. A sequel to "Silver Chief, Dog 
of the North.. " For best readers. 
~l-Orton, Helen Fuller, T.he Gold-Laced Coat, New York: Frederick 
Stokes, 1934. A story ·of Fort Niagara during the Seven 
Years' War, one of the few historical stories of Canada 
for young readers. · 
Parker, Bertha M., Animals We Know,; Evanston, Illinois: Row, 
Peterson, 1948. One of the basic science education 
series. Includes the polar bear and blue whale. 
~rkins, Lucy Fitch, T.he Eskimo Twins, Boston: Houghton 
Mifflin, 1914. Although no longer authentic, this old 
favorite is still read and enjoyed by slow readers .. 
. ·,~~Phillips, Ethel Calvert, Gay Madelon, Boston: Houghton Miff-
·. \J lin, 1931. A little girl of French Canada takes a trip 
and bas many happy times. Fairly easy reading. 
* , Jeanne-Marie and he,r Golden Bird, Boa ton: Houghton 
Mifflin; 1934. Adventures and fun with a little French 
girl in Quebec. Fairly easy reading. 
~!-Putnam, David B., David Goes to Baffin Land, New York: G. P. 
·\ Putnam's Sons, 1927. A thirteen-year-old boy goes on 
, i a real expedition with Captain Bob BartJfett. For boys 
'.J who are good reader·s and enjoy adventu~e • 
*Quinn, Vernon, Picture Map Geography of Canada and Alaska, 
\\ New York: J. B. Lippincott, 1944. Each province has 
..__.. its own black and white picture map and informs. ti on. 
For good readers. 
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*Rem).flgton, Marion V., Our Friend and Neighbor, Canada. t/ A twelve-year-old girl from California_/$pend~a 'dnmer 
in Canada. Illustrated with black and white otographs. 
Excellent background reading. . / / 
.. ., ,.J' / 
#*Salem, Elizabeth, French-Canadian Children, ·NeW' Yorkt: Ency-
clopedia Bri tann.ica Press, 1947. Poi trues from Bri tan-
nic a film by the same name. Just enough tex~ _to explain 
the pictures and make a connected story. j 
*Stevenson, Augusta, The White. Canoe and Other Plays, Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin, 1938. Contains a·play on Henry Hudson, 
a little stilted but basically sound and quite usable if 
adapted. 
#Strack, L. H., Crossing Canada, New York: Harper, 1940. The 
Travis family tour Canada. Excellent photographs and 
easy reading. 
Tousey, Sanford, The Northwest Mounted Police, Chicago: Rand 
McNally, 1941. The training gnd work of the Mounties, 
on fourth grade level. Illustrated by the author • 
.J(oVan Stockum, Hilda, Canadian Summer, New York: Viking Press, 
1948. A story of Canadian life for excellent readers. 
Wolfe, Ruth A., Canada, Charles E. Merrill, 1948. 
the World Geography Readers series. A brief 
the various sections of Canada. Good for an 
tion. 
One of 
su.nnnary of 
introduc-
#*Wood, Esther, Silver Widgeon, New York: Longmans, Green & Co., 
1942. Two. small boys go on an exciting airplane trip to 
Canada. Large tJ7Pe; easy reading. 
*Boys and Girls Library, Newton 
#Especially good for slow readers 
MAGAZINE STORIES 
At School in the Arctic, Elizabeth L. Fleming, American 
Junior Red Cross News, February, 1947. 
Discoveries in Canada, Young America Reader, April 27, 1950. 
Up in Baffin Land, Elizabeth L. Fleming, American Junior Red 
Cross News, January, 1945 • 
.. ~. 
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GEOGRAPHY BOOKS AND TEXTS. 
Atwood-Thomas, The American Nations, Boston: Ginn & Co., 1943 • 
-------' The Americas, Boston: Ginn & Co., 1942. 
Barrows, Harlan H., and others, The American Continents, New 
York: Silver, Burdett, 1946. 
McConnell, .w. R., Geography of American Peoples, Chicago: 
Rand McNally, 1951. 
Meyer, Jacob G., and others, Our Northern and Pacific Neigh-
bors, Chicago: Follett, 1949. 
Smith, J. Russell, and Frank Sorensen, Neighbors in the 
Americas, Philadelphia: Winston, 1948. 
----~-' Neighbors in the United States and Canada, Phila-
delphia: Winston, 1951. 
Stull, Dr. Forest, and Roy Hatch, Journeys Through North 
America, Boston: Allyn & Bacon, 1948. · 
-----=-' Journeys Through the Americas, Boston: Allyn & 
Bacon, 1951. 
MUSIC BOOKS 
Armitage, Theresa, and others, Music EVerywhere (6), Boston: 
c. c. Birchard, 1943. 
La Cuisiniere, 161 
A Canadian Wayfarer, 162 
Riding on a Donkey, 162 
Alouette, 163 
_______ , Our Land of Song (5), Boston: C. C. Birchard, 1942. 
Canoe Song, 67 
En Roulant Ma Boule, 147 
The Young Voyageur, 148 
-------' We Sing {4), Boston: c. C. Birchard, 1940. 
The Rose, 168 
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Beattie, John, and others, The American Singer, Boston: 
American Book Co., 1945. 
The ~aw, 5 
-----=~' The Golden Book of F~vorite Songs, Chicago: Hall & ~, 
McCreary Co., 1915. 
The Maple Leaf Forever, 101 
*Botsford, Florence H., Folk Songs of Many Peoples, vol. 2, 
New York: The Woman's Press, 1922. 
·A Change of Mind, 99 
Cecilia, 96 
La Bastringue, 101 
Shepherdess, 'Whence Come You, 105 
____ , Songs of the Americas, New York, Schirmer. 
La Bastringue, 65 
Shepherdess, Whence Come You, 69 
*Gibbon, 'J. Murray, Canadian Folk Songs, New York: Dutton, ~ 
1927. 
There on the Bridge of Avignon, 16 
If My Old Top Were A Dancing Man, 48 
En Roulant Ma Boule, 62 
The Raftmen, 70 
Back of My Auntie's Home, 79 
Boule 's Hop, 90 
From His Canadian Home, 94 
Pledge the Canadian Maiden, 97 
(Viva La Canadienne) 
Glenn, Mabelle, and others, Blending Voices (5), Boston: 
Ginn & Co., 1936. 
The Peddler, 115 
Hard in the Sunlight, 142 
Saint Marie, 174 
____ , Songs of Many Lands (4), Boston: Ginn & Co., 1936 •. 
----
The Lace Maker, 50 
The Bell Ringer, 58 
Laughing Lisa, 111 
, Tunes and Harmonies (6), New York: Ginn & Co., 1936. 
Three Trappers, 36 
Song of a Garden, 118 
• 
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Marks, Edward B., Anthems-of the United Nation~ Radio City, 
New York: R. c. A. 
God Save the King, 6 
The Maple Leaf Forever, 12 
0 Canada, 14 
McConathy, Osbourne, and others, The Music Hour (4) New York: 
Silver Burdett, 1929. 
Geography, 25 
Frere Jacques, 41 
Winter Sports, 44 
_______ , The Music Hour (4), New York~ Silver, Burdett, 1929. 
Wild Duck Feathers Falling, 73 
Tell Me, Shepherdess, 116 
-----=~' New Music Horizons (5), New York: Silver, Burdett, 
1946. 
Au Clair de la Lune, 15 
(At Pier rot's Door) 
Mountain Song, 22 
0 Canada, 81 --~ 
_./' 
.// Obendorfer, The New American -S-ong Book (Pan-American Edition), 
Chicago: Hall & McCreary, 1933. 
Come, Good Wind, 53 
Alouette, 54 
Voyageur's Songs, 54 
Canadian Boat Song, 55 
The Maple Leaf Forever, 128 
God Save the King, 129 
0 i6anada, 166 
Smith, Fowler, and others, Songs We Sing, Chicago: Hall & 
McCreary Co., 1940. 
Alouette 
The Latin American Song Book, Boston: Ginn, 1942. 
.··~-"'""-~~: ..... 
Maman, Find Me A Husband, 58 
Butterfly, 72 
Strong Is the Oar, 81 
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The following Canadian song books are published by V 
Gordon V. Thompson, Limited, 193 Yonge St:t1eet, Toronto, 
Canada: 
Gibbon and Bell, Canada in Song 
Gibbon and Cooper, Pioneer Songs of Canada 
Gibbon and Key, Northland Songs No. 1 
Gibbon and Macmillan, Northland Songs No. 2 
Fenwick and Gibbon, Songs of the Commonwealth 
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10. OlfHER INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS--FILMS 
The following films are available for sale or rental: 
Canada--World Trader--10 min. sound, black and White. Shows 
how Canada has become, through her resources, the fourth 
largest industrial power of the United Nations. Wheat, cattle, 
dairy products, minerals, fish, aluminum, farm tools, etc. 
Rent, $1.50. 
International F1lm Bureau, Suite 1500, 6 North Michigan 
Avenue, Chicago 2, Illinois. 
Industrial Provinces of Canada--11 min. sound, black and 
white. Shows the relation of the industrial provinces, On-
tario and ~uebec, to the remainder of Canada. Summarizes 
products and imports. Rent, $2.50. 
Encyclopedia Britannica Films, Inc., 30 Huntington 
Avenue, Boston 16, Mass. 
Pacific Canada--11 min. sound, black and white. British 
Columbia, Vancouver Island, and the Yukon Territory; traces 
routes of discovery and exploration; climate, transportation, 
industries. Rent, $2.50. · 
Encyclopedia Britannica Films, Inc., 30 Huntington 
Avenue, Boston 16, Mass. 
Prairie Provinces of Canada--11 min. sound, black and white. 
Manitoba, Alberta, Saskatchewan--grain growing and process-
ing, furs, transportation, mining, commerce. Includes the 
Northwest Territories. Rent, $2.50. 
Encyclopedia Britannica Films, Inc., 30 Huntington 
Avenue, Boston 16, Mass. 
Peoples of Canada--21 min. sound, black and white. ganada 
is first presented as the early explorers saw it. Then come 
the first settlers, w.ith the family of a French habitant por-
trayed, the Scots in Nova Scotia, miners, woodsmen, farmers--
the railroad settling the west. 
, International Film Bureau, Suite 1500, 6 North Michigan 
Avenue, Chicago 2, Illinois. 
Habitant Arts and Crafts--10 min. sound, color, $75; rent, 
$3.00. After emigrating from France, the habitant both pre-
served the mother country's traditions and made himself pro-
ficient in old Indian crafts such as snowshoe making, ship 
bui~ing, and wood carving. Baking in outdoor ovens, grow-
ing flax and spinning are among the accomplishments of these 
thrifty folk. 
National Film Board of Canada, 1270 Avenue of the 
Americas, New York 20, New York. · 
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Maritime Provinces of Canada--11 min. sound, black and white, 
$50; rent, $2.50. Guide. Educational consultant J. Russell 
Smith, Columbia University. Orients the Maritime Provinces 
in relation to the rest of Canada and to the United States • 
Includes fishing, fur farming, mining, smelting, and com-
merce. 
Encyclopedia Britannica Films, Inc., 30 Huntington 
Avenue, Boston 16, Mass. 
Red Run6·the Fraser--11 min. sound, black and white, $30; 
rent, $3.00. The deep gorge of the Fraser River is a·high-
way for the mysterious migration of the Pacific. salmon. 
Seen in color, the river shallows appear red with the flail-
ing fish as they push up-river to spawn and die. 
National Film Board of Canada, 1270 Avenue of the 
Americas, New York 20, New York. 
New North--10 min. sound, black and white, $30; rent, $1.50. 
How the Alaska Highway is opening up new land in the Yukon 
Territory to miners, farmers, tourists, and sportsmen. 
National Film Board of Canada, 1270 Avenue of the 
Americas, New York 20~ New York. 
French-Canadian Children--11 min. sound, black and white, 
1940; $50; rent, $2.50. The life of a French-Canadian 
farmer and his family explained for young children. Daily 
tasks and seasonal activities--making maple sugar, rug mak-
ing, cutting ice. A correlated filmstrip is also available. 
Encyclopedia Britannica Films, Inc., 30 Huntington 
Avenue, Boston 16, Mass. 
Province of Quebec--11 min. sound, black and white, lease 
apply. Montreal in panorama, City of Quebec, Plains of Abra-
ham, picturesque French streets, and outstanding buildings; 
then to mouth of Saguenay.down the Gaspe through French towns 
where villagers are spinning and weaving. · 
Teaching Film Custodians, Inc., 25 West Forty-third 
Street, New York 18, New York. 
Inside Newfoundland--11 min. sound, black and white, $30; 
for rent, $1.50. Canada's tenth province--its people, re-
sources and ways of life, including a visit to St. John's, 
the capital city. 
National Film Board of Canada, 1270 Avenue of the 
Americas, New York 20, New York • 
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The following films are loaned free to schools; pay 
shipping charges only. 
Across Canada--30 min. sound~ color. A coast-to-coast re-
view of scenic beauty, summer resorts, and principal cities. 
An excellent introduction to a unit. 
Canadian Pacific Railway Co., 581 Fifth Avenue, 
New York 17, New York. · · 
Down by the Sea--11 min. sound, silent, color. Shows the 
seaside playgrounds of Canada's maritime provinces, Nova 
. Scotia, and .New Brunswick. 
Canadian Pacific Railway Co., 581 Fifth Avenue, 
New York 17, New York. 
North to Hudson Bay--11 min. sound, color. An expedition 
through Canada's rugged northland to Hudson Bay across wheat-
lands, past lakes, into famous mining towns; local wild life 
is introduced--ptarmigan, caribou, white whale. 
Canadian Travel Film Libraries, 1270 Avenue of the 
Americas, New York 20, New York. 
Birch Bark Canoe--10 min. sound, color. The making of birch 
bark canoes, as done by the Indian tribe known as the "Tetes 
de Boules" of the upper st. Maurice region. 
~uebec Provincial Publicity Bureau, 48 Rockefeller 
Plaza, New York 20, New York. 
Gaspesian Suite--20 min. sound, color. A series of picturesque 
scenes of the Gaspe Peninsula. __ 
Quebec Provincial Publicity Bureau~ 48 Rockefeller 
Plaza, New York 20, New York. 
Islands of the st. Lawrence--11 min. sound, black and white. 
A trip to some of the numerous islands of the St. Lawrence 
River, including the Island of.Montreal and L'Ile d'Orleans. 
Quebec Provincial Publici-ty Bureau, 48 Rockefeller 
Plaza, New York 20, New tor~. 
Montreal, City of Contrasts--10 min. sound, color. A film 
visit to various points of interest in the city of Montreal. 
Quebec Provincial Publi.ci ty Bureau_ys_ . . Rockefeller · 
Plaza, New York 20, New York. { _ ·
Ste. Anne-de-Baupre--20 min. sound, coldr, available with 
English or French sound track. Shows the many thousands of 
pilgrims who come each year_ to this frunous shrine, especially 
on Ste. Anne's Day, July 26th; portrays the solemnity of the 
ceremonies, the pious attitude and confidence of the pilgrims. 
' N 
Quebec Provincial Publicity Bureau, 48 Rockefeller 
Plaza, New York 20, New York. 
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Winter 
color. 
Royal, 
tains • 
Sports in Montreal and the Laurentians--10 min. sound 
Shows skating, tobogganing, and scenic views of Mount 
plus skiing in various places in the Laurentian Moun-
Quebec Provincial Publicity Bureau, 48 Rockefeller 
Plaza, Ne~ York 20, New York. 
Canoe Country--13 min. sound, color. A Cincinnati family 
v~cations in Canada's northern country with an eighteen-foot 
canoe. Where the "voyageurs" once followed the fur trade, 
these modern holiday makers, off the beaten track, share the 
healthy stimulus of the outdoors. 
Canadian Travel Film Libraries, 1270 Avenue of the 
Americas, New York 20, New York. 
Klondike Holiday--22 min. sound, color. North to Alaska and 
the Yukon--land of storied deeds and great beauty. 
Canadian Pacific Railway Co., 581 Fifth Avenue, 
New York 17, New York. 
West Coast Playground--12 min. sound, color. Scenes in the 
vicinity of Vancouver, British Columbia. 
Canadian Pacific Railway Co., 581 Fifth Avenue, 
New York 17, New York. 
Autumn in Alberta--10 min. sound, color. The gold of Alberta's 
harvest fields, the scarlet and bronze of its trees, and the 
gray-green of marshes, all set against a silver backdrop of 
the distant Rockies; sports shown include duck-shooting, 
horseback riding, boating, and golfing. 
Canadian Travel Film Libraries, 1270 Avenue of the 
Americas, New York 20, .New York. 
Canadian Mountain Summer--11 min. sound, color. Some of the 
choicest scenic and vacation centers around Banff and Lake 
Louise. 
Canadian Pacific Railway Co., 581 Fifth Avenue, 
New York 17, New York. 
Radiant Rockies--22 min., sound, color. All the beauty and 
magnificence of the Canadian Rockies from the foothills of 
Alberta to the Pacific coast. 
Canadian Pacific Railway Co., 581 Fifth Avenue, 
New York 17, New York • 
You'll Take the Highroad--18 min. sound, color. The road 
follows the contour of the mountains in Jasper National Park 
bringing the ~otoring puplic within a few feet of natural 
wonders heretofore accessible only to the hardy mountaineer. 
Protected by law, the wildlife of the region has remained 
and is constantly in view. 
Canadian Travel Film Libraries, 1270 Avenue of the 
Americas, New York 20, New York. 
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Manitoba--11 min. sound, color. Manmtoba's attractions, in-
cluding wheat fields, cities, and industries, cattle yards, 
and the Provincial Fair at Brandon. 
Canadian Travel Film Libraries, 1270 Avenue of the 
Americas, New York 20, New York. 
Canadian Cruise--14 min. sound, color. A trip from Rochester 
to Montreal on the Armstrong's forty-footer, across Lake On-
tario to Kingston and the Rideau Canal. At Ottawa we go 
ashore for the excitement of the Scottish games. 
Canadian Travel Film Libraries, 1270 Avenue of the 
Americas, New York 20, New York. 
Holiday Island--10 min. sound, color. A visit to the na-
tional park on Beausoleill Is~and in Georgian Bay, Ontario. 
Activities at the camps of the many youth organizations are 
ahown--Girl Scouts, Boy Scouts, Y. M. c. A., etc. 
Canadian Travel Film Libraries, 1270 Avenue of the 
Americas, New York 20, New York. 
Jack Pine Journey--20 min. sound, color. A canoe cruise 
through the lake and river country of northern Ontario. 
Canadian Pacific Railway Co., 581 Fifth Avenue, 
New York 17, New York. 
Byways of New France•-10 min. sound, color. An imaginary 
trip through the Province of Quebec, stresses life of the 
inhabitants and their agricultural pursuits. Lumbering, 
spinning, weaving, canoe building,· outdoor ovens, and many 
wayside shrines are shown. 
Quebec Tour & Publicity Bureau, 40 Rockefeller 
Plaza, New York 20, New York. 
Hands Are Sure--30 min. sound,· color. Domestic arts in 
French Canada--weaving, rug making, embroidery, wood carv-
ings, ceramics, glass designs. 
Quebec Tour & Publicity Bureau, 40 Rockefeller 
Plaza, New York 20, New York. 
Nature Lover's Holiday--17 min. sound, color. A group of 
children explore the fauna and flora of the Laurentian Moun-
tains. 
~uebec Tour & Publicity Bureau, 40 Rockefeller 
Plaza, New York 20, New York • 
Apple Land--11~ min. sound, color. The Annapolis Valley and 
the year's round in its apple orchards--spring pruning, blos-
som time with its festivals, summer ripening, and autumn har-
vest. 
Canadian Travel Film Libraries, 1270 Avenue of the 
Americas, New York 20, New York. " 
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Happy Valley--10 min. sound, color. Present day rural life 
in Annapolis Valley, Nova Scotia, "Land of Evangeline." The 
pastoral beauty of the countryside and the devotion of a 
child to farm animals and pets are shown. A good companion 
film to Apple Land, above. 
Canadian Travel Film Libraries, 1270 Avenue of the 
Americas, New York 20, New York. 
This Is Nova Scotia,--20 min. sound, color. Historic sites 
and modern industries, Annapolis Valley, coal mines, schooner 
building, and old forts. 
Canadian Travel Film Libraries, 1270 Avenue of the 
Americas, New York 20, New York. 
The following films are available in the Newton school 
system: 
Canada's High Spots 
Prairie Provinces of Canada 
FILMSTRIPS 
The following filmstrips are available in the Newton 
school system: 
How Animals Live in the Arctic 
Learning About the United Nations 
Eskimo Children 
French-Canadian Children 
The following filmstrips may be obtained from Society 
for Visual Education, Inc., 1345 N. Diversey Parkway, Chi-
cago 14, Illinois. 
Canadian People--depicts the·great interests which bind 
Canadians together despite many different national 
origins and religious beliefs. $3.00 • 
Eastern Canada--people, cities, and industries of Maritime 
Provinces, Quebec, and Ontario. $3.00. 
Newfoundland--~nysical features, main occupations of the 
people. qp3.00. 
! 
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'Northern Canada--landscape, development, potentialities, 
people and their work. $3.00. 
Western Canada--agricultural and industrial activities, cities 
and people of Prairie Provinces and British Columbia. 
$3.00. 
British Columbia--customs, occupations, products, industries. 
$3.00. 
Alberta--scenic points, great plains, wheat and cattle. $3.00. 
Manitoba and Saskatchewan--vital :f?roducts and industries, 
characteristics of people. ~3.00. 
Ontario--products and industries, characteristics of people. 
$3.00. 
For the following filmstrips, write to Classroom Films, 
Inc., 1585 Broadway, New York 19. 
Canadian Journey--Imaginative cartoons show Canada 
to west as seen from a cheerful little train. 
one physical, one showing cities andproducts, 
each province. Color. $3.50. 
from east 
Two maps, 
depict 
Ottawa--traces the growth of Canada's capital city. Shows 
the legislative buildings, churches, schools, hospitals, 
and Dominion experimental farm. 
RECORDINGS AVAILABLE IN THE NEWTON SCHOOL SYSTEM 
Canada--RCA Singing Volume 5 
French Children's Songs--Children's Choir of France, 
vol. 90-R. 
~.9..-
Music of the World's Peoples, Vol. II. Includes music of 
French Canada. ~hnic Folkways Libnary, 117 West 
Forty-sixth Street, New York, New York. $11.90. 
2 12-inch LP, 33 1/3 • 
, 
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OTHER AVAILABLE MATERIALS 
The following exhibits may be borrowed from the Chil-
dren's Museum, Lending Department, 60 Burroughs Street, 
Jamaica Plain 30, Mass. (Call JA 4-1550). 
Early America 
Northwest Indians 
Canada 
Barter to Money 
FREE ANI)"'!NEXPENSIVE MATERIALS 
/ 
,...? 
Much excell~,.P-t'"""~~a ~ onal material is available from 
the following S9pt~ces_.,,,· Send~ng for the materials can be . 
made part of _th'e ch:tldren 's training in writing business let-
ters. They e~j-oy· recei virig the booklets at school. 
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1. American Forest Products Industries, Inc., 1319 Eighteenth 
Street, N. w., Washington 6, D. c. 
Story· of Lumber and Allied Products ) 
The Story of Forests )) Booklet. s 
Trees for Tomorrow 
A Visit to the Forest with Woody ) 
Fire Poster ) 
Products of American Forests ) Posters 
Where We Grow Our Trees--map 
2. Aluminum Co. of America, Educational Department, Pitts-
burgh 19, Pennsylvania• 
Aluminum, booklet illustrated in color. Available in 
class quantities. 
3. International Nickel Co., Inc., 67 Wall Street, New 
York 5, New York, Attention: F. E. Allen. 
The Romance of Nickel, a 59-page illustrated booklet 
including the history of nickel, how it is produced, 
and its uses. 
4.· Monroe Chemical Co., Third and Oak Streets, Quincy, 
Illinois. 
The Art and History of Hooked Rugs, booklet, indluding 
instructions. 
5. Western Pine Association, Yeon Bldg., Portland 4, Ore. 
Wood Carving for Pleasure, booklet. 
Fact Sheets on Qualities and Characteristics of Lumber, 
4 pages each. ., 
.-......... -~'- ____..a.,-- ---
6. West Coast Lumbermen's Association, 1410 s. w. Morrison 
Street, Portland 5 1 Oregon. 
Booklets, ~.y of West Coast Lumber 
Lumber Booklet 
7. American Iron and Steel Institute, 350 Fifth Avenue, New 
York 11 New York. 
The Picture Story of Steel, booklet. 
Steel from Mine to You, chart. 
8. Canadian Government Travel Bureau, Ottawa, Canada. 
Booklets, Canada's Mountain Playgrounds 
Playgrounds of Eastern Canada 
Playgrounds of the Prairies 
9. Travel and Publicity Bureau, Department of Industry and 
Commerce, Winnepeg, Manitoba, Canada •. 
Booklets, Greater Winnepeg 
Historical Manitoba 
Manitoba Means Business 
Metropolitan Winnepeg 
Mid-Eastern Manitoba 
Southwestern Manitoba 
10. New Brunswick Travel Bure~u, 658 Queen Street, Frederic-
ton, New Brunswick, Canada. 
Booklets, New Brunswick 
Historical Guide to New Brunswick 
11. Nova Scotia Bureau of Information, Provincial Building, 
Halifax, Nova Scotia. 
Booklets, Nova Scotia, Canada's Ocean Playground 
Historic Nova Scotia 
12. Consul General, Canadian Consulate, 80 Boylston Street, 
Boston, Mass. 
Fact sheets for every pupil. 
Booklet, Canada, 1952. 
Excellent large map of Canada. 
13. Canadian National Railway, 491 Boylston Street, Boston, 
Massachusetts. 
Booklets. 
14. Canadian Pacific Railway, 150 Causeway Street, Boston, 
Massachusetts. 
Canadian Handicrafts 
Sanctuaries of Quebec 
Evangeline Land in Nova Scotia 
And other miscellaneous booklets 
tr 
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15. The Canadian Chamber of Commerce, 530 Board of T.rade 
Building, Montreal, Quebec. 
Canada--Land of Hope, booklet, single dopy. 
Know Your Government--excellent booklet on how Canada 
is governed. 
16. The Royal Bank of Canada, Head Office, Montreal, Quebec, 
Canada. 
Excellent 32-page booklet on Canao.a, also a colored map. 
17. .Soap ~~ving in the Classroom by Marion ~uin Dix, Super-
visor' of Education, Elizabeth, New Kersey. 
~ational Soap Sculpture Committee, 160 Fifth Avenue, 
New York 10, New York. 
18. Pipe Cleaner Art--Dennison's or American Pipe Cleaner 
Co., 293 Lenox Street, Norwood, Mass. 
19. Reed and Raffia--American Reedcraft Corporation, 83 
Beekman Street, New York 38, New York. 
20. How to Make Costumes for School Plays and Pageants by 
Agnes Lilley. 
Rit Products Corp., 1437 West Morris Street, Indian-
apolis 6, Indiana (Spanish costumes, 18). 
OTHER MISCELLANEOUS MATERIALS 
Canadian Steamship Lines, Ltd., 715 Victoria Square, Mon-
treal 1, Quebec, Canada. 
Canadian Embassy, Infv~ation Office, 1746 Massachusetts 
· Avenue, N. w., Washington; D. C. 
Canadi~n National Railway, 105 West Adams Street, Chicago 
3, Illinois. 
Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Dept. of Trade and Commerce, 
Ottawa, Canada. 
B\lDeau of Northwest Territories and Yukon ./Affairs, Ottawa , 
Canada. 
The Provincial News Co., Ltd., Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 
Dept. of Mines and Resources, National Parks Bureau, Ottawa, 
Canada. 
The Canadian National Museum, Ottawa, Canada. 
~--
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